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Challenges to Architecture Decision-Making in Agile Development Envi-
ronments 
Abstract: 
The goal of this master thesis is to explore challenges of architecture decision-making in 
agile environments and trying to find out what causes issues regarding agile architecture - 
the latter being a set of values and practices supporting the effective evolution of the design 
and system architecture, concurrent with the implementation of new business functionality. 
Although the topic has been existent for some time, there are still tensions between software 
architecture and agility that are not well understood by agile practitioners and researchers 
alike. While there are many active promoters of agile architecture design, there can be found 
equally many non-believers who state that agility and architecture cannot work together. To 
find answers to the research questions stated in this thesis, two research methodologies have 
been used: a literature survey and a case study. The literature survey covers related work on 
agility in software architecture and the challenges that come with it. The survey includes 
difficulties that have been observed regarding the use of agile development methods when 
building the architecture. In addition, recommended practices are discussed for applying 
agile processes associated with sound architectural principles. The second part of the thesis 
is a case study within a software startup company, Stagnation Lab, and the SMIT (Ministry 
of the Interior IT and Development Centre). In Stagnation Lab, two projects were analyzed. 
The main architects behind the design of each project were interviewed to look deeper into 
potential challenges when applying agile practices in architecture development. Similarly, 
at SMIT, the main architect responsible for the design of a monitoring information system 
for the Rescue and Fire Department was interviewed. 
Keywords: 
Agile, architecture, software, literature survey, case study 
CERCS: P170 
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Väledates tarkvaraarenduskeskkondades esinevad väljakutsed 
arhitektuuriliste otsuste vastuvõtmisel 
Lühikokkuvõte: 
Käesoleva magistritöö eesmärk on uurida väljakutseid, mis võivad esineda 
tarkvaraarhitektuuri kombineerimisel väleda tarkvaraarendusega ning selgitada välja 
põhjused, mis neid esile toovad. Kuigi antud teema on olnud juba päevakorras mõnda aega, 
siis jätkuvalt esineb vastuolusid väleda tarkvaraarenduse ja tarkvaraarhitektuuri sobitamisel 
nii teadlaste kui praktikute seas. Väleda tarkvaraarenduse ning arhitektuuri toetajaid võib 
leida sama palju kui mittetoetajaid, kes väidavad, et neid kahte kokku sobitada pole 
võimalik. Käesolevas magistritöös püstitatud uurimisküsimuste vastamisel on kasutatud 
kahte uurimismetoodikat: kirjanduse ülevaade ning juhtumiuuring. Kirjanduse ülevaade 
käsitleb varem avaldatud uurimistöid ning raskuseid, mida on antud valdkonnas senimaani 
täheldatud. Lisaks sellele on arutlusse võetud kirjanduses välja toodud soovitused, mida 
järgida arhitektuuri arendamisel väledas arenduskeskkonnas. Magistritöö teine osa käsitleb 
Eestis tegutsevas tarkvara idufirmas Stagnation Lab ja Siseministeeriumi IT osakonnas 
(SMIT) läbi viidud juhtumiuuringut. Stagnation Labis analüüsiti kahte projekti ning 
intervjueeriti mõlema projekti rollis olnud tarkvaraarhitekte, et uurida, milliseid raskusi 
kohati süsteemi ning eelkõige tarkvara arhitektuuri arenduse käigus. Samal eesmärgil 
intervjueeriti ka SMITi projekti eestvedanud tarkvaraarhitekti. 
Võtmesõnad: 
Väle tarkvaraarendus, arhitektuur, tarkvara, juhtumiuuring 
CERCS: P170 
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1 Introduction 
The aim of this Master’s Thesis is to explore how agility supports architecture decision 
making in software development projects. To do this, a thorough overview of the related 
work is made to explore known issues and suggested solutions. The first part of the thesis 
concentrates on the literature survey conducted to understand the subject in more depth. 
After analysing the main challenges, suggested solutions are presented. 
The second part of the thesis is a case study in two organisations comprising three projects. 
The organisations are a small startup company, Stagnation Lab, and the SMIT (Ministry of 
the Interior IT and Development Centre), both operating in Estonia. Completed projects 
were explored in the organisations to try to find out how architectural decisions were made 
during development and how agile development methods were used during the process. Two 
projects were conducted in Stagnation Lab and the third project in SMIT. The first project 
was an e-commerce platform developed by the team from scratch without any previous ar-
chitectural knowledge on said platforms and thus provided a valid example for exploring 
the architecture design phase of the system with hope to provide some answers to the re-
search questions stated in the following chapter. The second project was a test automation 
tool developed for SmartTV and middleware apps, which included both hardware and soft-
ware architecture development. In addition to the projects in Stagnation Lab, a monitoring 
software system developed for the Rescue and Fire Department by SMIT was also explored 
to not rely on a single company’s agile adaption. To do this, data was collected through 
guided interviews with the lead architects of the projects and then further analysed for re-
sults. The case study results are compared to the previous literature review practices to find 
commonalities or differences related to the topic at hand. 
Consequently, the results from both literature review and case study are then discussed in 
relation to the research questions. Conclusions and answers to the research questions along 
with limitations including validity threats of the study are found in the final parts of the 
thesis. 
 
1.1 Research Questions 
Agile development methods are used mainly to deliver software and provide adequate, non-
heavy weight management during production. While it is proven to be effective in many 
cases (Isham, 2008), there are still arguably some parts of the development phase in which 
agile methods like XP, Scrum etc. are not used as effectively. For example, researchers have 
reported concerns that software architecture contributes to excessive big design up-front, 
specifically among practitioners involved in agile software development (Abrahamsson et 
al., 2010). A variety of methods have been proposed in order to balance trade-offs between 
agility and up-front design, (Boehm & Turner, 2004) including DSDM - the agile method 
where “just enough” architectural foundations are laid in the mandated “Foundations” 
phase. 
Several industry-related studies (Murphy, et al., 2013) (Tripp & Armstrong, 2014) showed 
a certain reluctance of the management to buy-in agile methods, which we use as basis to 
assume that the use of hybrid approaches, such as the Water-Scrum-Fall reality (Theocharis 
et al., 2015), is caused by the reluctance. The primary driver for this type of integration is 
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that different stakeholder groups have expectations toward the “optimal” software develop-
ment approach. To perform the standard project management tasks, such as estimation, plan-
ning, or controlling, the project managers require at least some stability. Moreover, project 
managers also have the responsibility to make sure that projects are aligned with the respec-
tive company strategy. For instance, projects must combine further business-related pro-
cesses like human resource management, contracting, sales, and so forth. Considering agile 
methods traditionally address only system- or development related tasks, there is often a 
lack for such support. Thus, traditional approaches are regularly used to provide a frame-
work and a basic structure for project organization. Then again, while developers are look-
ing for approaches that support the development related tasks, they also prefer them to pro-
vide extensive freedom to select the best practices for the respective situation. This means 
developers prefer not to follow all practices enforced through management and would fa-
vour selecting methods and practices depending on the context, such as size of the project 
or the team working on it (Theocharis et al., 2015).  
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how architecture design and decision-making is car-
ried out in IT companies claiming to use agile development methods. The scope is interest-
ing because there is a lot of controversy over agile practices in architecture design. (Abra-
hamsson et al., 2010) To look into the topic in more detail, a literature survey and a case 
study in two organisations may hopefully provide answers to the research questions selected 
for the thesis. The choice of research questions listed below were triggered by the conducted 
literature survey: 
RQ1. To what extent do software architecture and agility support each other? 
Although practitioners are stating more often that agility and architecture complement each 
other as propagated by studies (Abrahamsson et al., 2010), there is still a certain ambiguity 
as to what extent an architecture should be already there to continue development as propa-
gated by literature on various agile methodologies such as Scrum and Extreme Program-
ming. This question aims to explore how well agility complements architecture design and 
architecture evolution in organisations following agile methodologies.  
RQ2. How much up-front architecture is appropriate in an agile environment? 
According to an exploratory study (Falessi et al., 2010) of experienced practitioners con-
ducted in the IBM Software Lab in Rome, project complexity was selected as a reason to 
focus agile development on software architecture by half of the respondents. Out of all op-
tions presented in the survey to be potential reasons for project complexity, the practitioners 
particularly perceived the lines of code or requirements as the leading indicator that requires 
a focus on software architecture with number of stakeholders following closely. This could 
be looked into further to find out in what circumstances does the necessity for architectural 
decisions come into light and what is meant by designing just enough architecture in agile 
environments before commencing with implementation. 
 
1.2 Motivation 
The motivation for addressing research questions RQ1 and RQ2 comes from the controversy 
of different opinions regarding how agility and architecture support each other. In addition, 
it is interesting to look deeper into what factors contribute to designing architecture up-front 
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in contrast to minimal planning prior to development. The motivation for choosing the topic 
for the Master’s Thesis came from working at Stagnation Lab during the writing of this 
thesis. While the company viewed themselves as agile, there were differences to used prac-
tices supported by the agile methodologies. The beginning phases of projects conducted 
were followed more traditionally whereas later phases increased agility and delivery of soft-
ware in iterations. Thus this was one of the starting points for understanding why these 
differences persist. 
Prior research has indicated that the initial phases of software architecture development are 
problematic in agile environments. The suggested solutions have often been proven only in 
scientific settings or among focus groups involving students. This thesis aims to provide 
more answers how software architects concern the applicability of agile practices and how 
much planning is deemed necessary in various software projects. Hopefully the results can 
help the architects in question put their own work into more perspective for future purposes. 
 
1.3 Definitions 
This section contains brief descriptions and definitions of software architecture and agile 
software development. The reason for including these definitions is to precisely lay out the 
meaning of these terms in the overall thesis, as definitions may vary for some terms. This is 
especially true for agile methodologies Scrum and Extreme Programming (XP), depending 
on the source used. In addition, the concept of software architecture can also be ambiguous 
with the reason being that software developers and architects define it based on their context. 
A clear reference model is necessary for both the agile methodologies and software archi-
tecture, as these are broadly used throughout the thesis. 
The first subsection defines the software architecture and the explanations behind that. Next, 
the nature of agile software development is described, followed by depictions of two highly 
distinguished agile methodologies, Scrum (Cohn, 2010) and XP (Wells, 1999). 
 
1.3.1 Software Architecture 
Software architecture is the high level structures of a software system, the practice of con-
structing such structures, and documentation of these structures. Structures comprise of soft-
ware elements, relations among them, and properties of both relations and elements. Anal-
ogous to the architecture of a building, the architecture of a software system is a metaphor.  
There are various definitions of what a software architecture is (CMU, 2016). The reason is 
that people define architecture based on their context. There are also distinct opinions as to 
the scope of software architectures. In Software Architecture in Practice (2nd edition), ar-
chitecture is defined by the authors as follows (Bass et al., 2003):  
“The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or 
structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible 
properties of those elements, and the relationships among them. Architecture is con-
cerned with the public side of interfaces; private details of elements—details having 
to do solely with internal implementation—are not architectural.” 
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While some definitions such as the one above hint that software architecture encompasses 
strictly high level structural conceptions, there are others that stir confusion by providing 
more ambiguous definitions or instead including also some aspects of implementation. Con-
sider Kruchtens definition of software architecture (Kruchten, 1994):  
“Software architecture deals with the design and implementation of the high-level 
structure of the software. It is the result of assembling a certain number of architec-
tural elements in some well-chosen forms to satisfy the major functionality and per-
formance requirements such as scalability and availability. Software architecture 
deals with abstraction, with decomposition and composition, with style and aesthet-
ics.” 
Nevertheless, these views are not mutually exclusive nor represent a fundamental conflict 
about what is considered as software architecture. Instead, they represent how much empha-
sis is placed on architecture in the research community. Taken together, the whole architec-
ture entity along with its constituent parts, the behaviour when built, or the building of it 
form a unified view of software architecture. 
 
1.3.2 Agile Methodologies 
Agile methodologies came into prominence in the mid-1990s as an alternative to the tradi-
tional predictive approach to software development. As traditional software development 
was limited in ways such as generally not being adaptable to change and lacking communi-
cation between the specialized groups that complete each phase of work, an agile movement 
started appearing providing opportunities for assessing the direction of a project throughout 
the development cycle. It is achieved through routine iterations or sprints, at the end of 
which a potentially shippable product is presented by the teams. Early versions of renowned 
agile methods, like Scrum and XP, were introduced in the field of software engineering in 
1995 and 1996 respectively. 
In 2001, a group of software engineers gathered and formulated the Agile Software Devel-
opment Manifesto (Beck, 2001), signed by representatives of Scrum, Extreme Program-
ming, DSDM and others compassionate about searching for a substitute to plan-driven soft-
ware development processes. The four main points of the manifesto are: 
1. “Individuals and interactions over processes and tools” 
2. “Working software over comprehensive documentation” 
3. “Customer collaboration over contract negotiation” 
4. “Responding to change over following a plan” 
The common feature of agile methods is the frequent iterations. The development is divided 
into iterations spanning anywhere from a week up to a month. In these iterations, code ad-
ditions or improvements are implemented by programmers. At the end of an iteration, newly 
implemented software is regarded as potentially releasable, meaning that the code developed 
during the iteration is both complete and tested in functional aspects as well as user ac-
ceptance. The new functionality is presented to customers or users in exclusive review meet-
ings, where any stakeholder is welcome to attend. The general guideline for selecting the 
tasks to be performed is by prioritising the tasks according to their business value. 
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Agile development projects strive to be concentrated around highly motivated individuals. 
The developers should actively communicate with users or customers and feel a strong own-
ership of the code. Due to that, the teams are to a high degree self-organised and autono-
mous. Agile teams should be cross-functional, meaning that members complement each 
other’s skills and personality within the team.  
An important aspect of agile methodologies is that it is founded on an enduring commitment. 
Active participation is not only expected from the developers, but also the users and cus-
tomers should be present during certain activities during the short iterations. Responding to 
change in agile environments means that projects receive constant input and feedback from 
their users. This is necessary for both to elicit and describe requirements and to maintain 
and clarify the existing functionality. While predictive methods such as Waterfall propagate 
development in a sequential fashion, with distinct phases, activities and transitions between 
these, agile methods combine all the activities into short iterations spanning from a week to 
a month. 
 
1.3.3 Scrum 
Scrum (Cohn, 2010) is an incremental and iterative agile software development framework 
for managing product development. It employs one or more self-organizing, cross-func-
tional teams to deliver potentially shippable (properly tested) product increments in fixed-
length iterations, called Sprints which are typically 1-2 weeks long but never more than 30 
days. 
Scrum introduces a predefined set of roles for the team members. Most important roles in 
Scrum are the Product Owner, the Scrum Master and the development team. The Product 
owner oversees the availability of sufficient information and resources about the tasks. The 
Scrum Master is accountable for removing impediments to the team ability of delivering the 
product goals and deliverables. It is important to note that the Scrum Master is not a tradi-
tional project manager or team lead, but serves as a buffer between the team and any dis-
tracting forces. Although Scrum focuses primarily on practices and organization within a 
team, it has also been successfully adapted to larger development projects consisting of 
multiple teams and distributed development, more precisely known as “Scrum of Scrums” 
(Paasivara et al., 2008). 
During the time-boxed sprints, activities such as requirement planning and task estimation 
are performed by the development team in addition to coding and review activities. The 
initial stages of a sprint begin by arranging a sprint planning meeting, where a set of tasks 
is prioritized, broken down if necessary and estimated to sort out ambiguities by the Scrum 
team. Task estimation is often carried during the meetings by applying the Planning poker 
activity. Most of the time in a sprint is dedicated to coding and development of software. 
Short daily meetings, known as daily stand-up meetings, lasting up to fifteen minutes are 
performed to communicate in turns what team members are currently working on and what 
they plan to do for the rest of the day, as well as capture any impediments to the development 
the team might be facing. 
The sprints end with meetings, known as retrospective meetings, where the team discusses 
both good and poor experiences encountered during the sprint. The meetings enable the 
team to assess which practices or activities worked well and where improvement is deemed 
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necessary as well as to discuss possible solutions to critical problems. In addition to the 
retrospective meeting, another meeting called the sprint review is also conducted to present 
the implemented tasks of the current sprint to the stakeholders. 
 
1.3.4 Extreme Programming 
Extreme programming, or XP in short, is another well distinguished agile methodology. It 
is similar to Scrum in aspects of short-time iterations, communication and close relation-
ships between developers and customers. XP describes preferred work practices in great 
detail. The practices deemed most important include simplicity in design, pair programming, 
frequent code review and both unit testing and user acceptance testing. 
While Scrum focuses more on the organisational aspects, XP is more focused on work meth-
ods than the general organisation of a project. The methodology propagates that team mem-
bers should view themselves as equal in order to be able to implement any of the require-
ments. No specific roles are prescribed by the methodology. Criticism towards XP has been 
that it is deemed unable to scale up to large projects and has not been proven to be successful 
(not to the extent as Scrum at least) in projects with many participants (Cadle & Yeates, 
2008). 
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2 Literature Survey 
This chapter presents the literature survey conducted to look deeper into the research 
questions stated in section 1.1. Among the topics covered are the research methodology for 
the conducting the literature survey, the execution of the survey and the results gathered and 
discussed in more detail. 
2.1 Plan and Goals 
To gain more knowledge into the research questions stated in chapter 1.1, a literature survey 
is conducted and interesting papers in the field reviewed in more detail. In order to complete 
the literature survey, access to a selection of literature databases had to be granted. As the 
literature databases have vast amounts of research papers, it was necessary to produce search 
queries that would ensure that a sufficiently thorough result set would be returned. The 
relevancy of the papers gathered were then measured to extra inclusion-exclusion criteria to 
further narrow the result set. For the purposes of this thesis, the conducted literature survey 
was more lightweight as opposed to a systematic literature review, which means that some 
relevant papers could have been missed. Finally, a short conclusion was derived based on 
the papers to give an overview of what the current state is in regards to the research questions 
stated in this thesis. 
 
2.2 Performance of the Literature Survey 
The primary sources of material for this research come from the following databases: Sci-
enceDirect, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital Library, 
Web of Science. Access to these databases is granted by the University of Tartu. The pub-
licly available search engines Google and Google Scholar for research literature were used 
for collecting relevant papers. 
The search terms were chosen taking into consideration combinations of software architec-
ture and agility. From the agile methodologies, Scrum and XP were used in the search as 
two widely used and popular methodologies in software development. Taking into account 
the criteria, following keywords were used in search queries for collecting relevant papers 
in the aforementioned databases: 
Q1. Agile AND Architecture 
Q2. Software AND Architecture AND Agile 
Q3. Agile AND Architecture AND Challenges 
Q4. “Software architecture” AND Scrum 
Q5. “Software architecture” AND XP 
Q6. “Software architecture” AND “Extreme programming” 
Longer search queries did not yield many more results without duplicates. Agile terms such 
as feature-driven development or lean development could have been included in the key-
words, but compared to Scrum or XP, research on less renowned agile methodologies were 
likely covered by Q1-Q3. Altogether there were around 30 papers which were considered 
relevant to the topic and a selection was made as explained in more detail in section 2.3.1. 
In addition to the articles found by keywords, relevant articles were also collected from the 
references or bibliography sections on articles surveyed. 
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2.3 Literature Survey Results 
This section presents the results of the conducted literature survey on relevant papers 
regarding the issue of software architecture and agility in more detail. At the end of this 
section, some general conclusions are derived from the research papers surveyed. 
 
2.3.1 Relevant Papers 
A selection of relevant papers concerning research and practices involving agile architecture 
design and development is provided here. Relevance to papers analysed is decided by how 
close the research is related to the current thesis topic of architecture design related chal-
lenges and proposals in agile environments. For the purposes of this study, all papers se-
lected were in the field of software development and concerned about the design and devel-
opment of software architecture following agile methodologies. Papers were not included 
for analysis that would only touch the subject partially or with only one or two mentions 
throughout the paper. This means if a paper was about agile practices and challenges in 
general with only brief mentions or relations to software architecture, it was excluded from 
review. The thesis also concentrates mainly on the agile methodologies Scrum and XP as 
two widely used and well defined methodologies related to development. Thus, papers about 
Crystal, DSDM, FDD and other lesser known methodologies were not taken into consider-
ation. Books were also excluded from the survey as well as studies or papers not written in 
English. In the end, the following papers were analysed considering the criteria described: 
 
 
1. “What Does Research Say About Agile and Architecture?” (Breivold et al., 2010) 
2. “An Exploratory Study of Architectural Practices and Challenges in Using Agile 
Software Development Approaches.” (Babar, 2009) 
3. “Agility and Architecture: Can They Coexist?” (Abrahamsson et al., 2010) 
4. “Agile Architecture IS Possible – You First Have to Believe!” (Isham, 2008) 
5. “Peaceful Coexistence: Agile Developer Perspectives on Software Architecture” 
(Falessi et al., 2010) 
6. “Sustaining Agility Through Architecture” (Weitzel et al, 2014) 
7. “How Much Up-Front? A Grounded Theory of Agile Architecture.” (Waterman et 
al., 2015) 
 
2.3.1.1 Paper 1 - “What Does Research Say About Agile and Architecture?” 
This paper presents the results of a literature survey for statements made in relation to the 
link between agile development and software architecture. The survey aims to take a look 
at two main research questions: Is architecture sufficiently emphasized in agile methods and 
do agile practices improve software architecture. Conducted as a systematic literature re-
view, 36 studies out of a total 842 papers were reviewed and analysed. 
The paper brings forward issues and proposals, for example statements including that there 
is a need to combine agile and architecture to ensure both quick response to changing market 
needs, and long-term survival of product assets. Two practices are explored in more detail 
in order to explore whether agile practices improve software architecture, namely test driven 
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development (TDD) and refactoring. In the case of TDD, the findings conclude that it seems 
to have a positive effect on architectural quality. In terms of refactoring, the general belief 
is that optimal up-front architecture design is preferred over minimal up-front design but 
even the optimal strategy delays inevitable problems like design erosion and architectural 
drift. However, there are few empirical results supporting these statements. This means that 
it is difficult to make any conclusions based on results supporting or disproving the assump-
tion that software architecture is insufficiently emphasized in agile methods. 
The main observation of the paper is that many of the claims made by the agile community 
lack scientific support. A lot of these claims are solely based on expert opinion and often 
only student projects or other artificial settings are tested for the adoption of an agile ap-
proach. Based on this, the researchers believe that additional research could provide value 
to understand the influence between agile and architecture before proposing supplementary 
practices. 
 
2.3.1.2 Paper 2 - “An Exploratory Study of Architectural Practices and Challenges 
in Using Agile Software Development Approaches” 
The paper written by Muhammad Ali Babar from the University of Limerick talks about a 
study exploring architectural practices and challenges using Agile Software Development 
approaches. In it, he reports a case study aimed at understanding and empirically identifying 
the architectural practices. He asserts that the findings of the study contribute evidence to 
support the reports that adopting agile approaches can cause modifications in architectural 
practices with possible negative impacts on the architectural artifacts and design decisions. 
The study also claims to have identified agile practices that are observed to have meaningful 
impact on architectural practices and artifacts by the participants in it. However the author 
suggests that conducting more studies on the basis of these findings would be invaluable to 
finding out if significant peculiarities are present for architectural practices within teams 
following agile principles because of different characteristics of the system to be developed 
within a company or distinct companies. He expects the results to further stimulate 
researchers to discover the fundamental reasonings and causes that point to the awareness 
and use of different architectural practices and challenges in agile development teams. 
 
2.3.1.3 Paper 3 - “Agility and Architecture: Can They Coexist?” 
IEEE Software Magazine published a special issue dedicated to Agility and Architecture 
(IEEE Software, 2010). For instance, one article concentrates on explaining the role of 
architects, architecture importance as a function of project context, and how much 
documentation is preferable in agile processes. It is suggested by the authors that tensions 
between architecture and agility might be a false dichotomy. The article states that software 
developers have equally important roles in successfully letting agile and architectural 
approaches coexist. Suggested practices for a successful agile architecture design include 
for example understanding the context of the system built, clearly defining the architecture 
and its scope and understanding when it’s appropriate to freeze the architecture to provide 
necessary stability for developers to finish a product release. 
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2.3.1.4 Paper 4 - “Agile Architecture IS Possible – You First Have to Believe!” 
Mark Isham’s Agile 2008 conference paper (Isham, 2008) reports about the repercussions 
of a project that went astray and how the product team coped. The project sustained 
contrasting views between “fix it right” and “fix it now” ideals, which resulted in an 
architecture incomplete, inefficient and ultimately cancelled after months of working harder, 
not smarter. Arguably all factors contributing to the project demise were traced back to poor 
project management. Issues encountered included not enough project management for 
sprints, lack of accountability to the architects, time pressure and insufficient 
communication between the architecture team and the product team. The author describes 
how supporting an agile process later on the same project not only created a scalable and 
stable architecture but also improved the team morale and productivity. More importantly, 
it proved to a skeptical audience that the old ways of “rebuilding from the ground up” have 
become outdated and lacking in the modern Internet business environment. 
 
2.3.1.5 Paper 5 - “Peaceful Coexistence: Agile Developer Perspectives on Software 
Architecture” 
The article published in the same issue of IEEE Software Magazine described before (IEEE 
Software, 2010) provides a survey of 72 IBM software developers suggesting theoretical 
compatibilities between software architecture and agile methodology. The survey aimed to 
gather quantitative data by presenting the participants with different possible use cases to 
measure the relevance levels of software architecture among the cases. On average, the par-
ticipants had around 18 years of developing practice with most of them already having 
adopted agile approaches. Results from that survey showed that only three out of 17 soft-
ware architecture uses presented were more insignificant than significant to agile practices.  
The second part of the survey was to look into when to focus on software architecture. The 
optional answers for the participants to choose from were always, never, and when the pro-
ject is complex. With complexity being a broad term, the third option was divided into four 
leading causes: number of requirements or lines of code, number of stakeholders, geo-
graphic distribution, or other. Half the respondents chose project complexity as a reason for 
focusing agile development on software architecture. When asked why, the leading cause 
was perceived to be number of requirements/lines of code with number of stakeholders be-
ing close. 
Further results from the study showed that since most of the participants were supportive 
towards agility and architecture approaches, the main problem in combining architecture-
centric methods and agile is not related to theoretical issues, but rather in practical matters 
of adoption. For instance, non-agile developers appeared more pessimistic compared to ag-
ile developers, particularly by overestimating contrasts in architectural and agile ap-
proaches. However, the authors concluded by the results that agile developers recognize 
software architecture as important and complementary to agile values, as opposed to con-
trastive or neutral. 
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2.3.1.6 Paper 6 - “Sustaining Agility Through Architecture” 
The paper reports the experiences regarding a long running Scrum project where a concept 
of an architecture design (“epic-architectures”) for a coherent group of user stories was pre-
sented. The researchers state that by shifting the planning horizon further than single sprints 
helped them to create more stable and reusable concepts and also construct simpler, more 
elegant, and more maintainable solutions. 
 
While agile development approaches do not deny the need for design activities to plan the 
realization of the system, there is no directly applicable guidance on how to do this in prac-
tice. To address this problem the researchers came up with an approach to integrate archi-
tecture design with the Scrum development approach they used. For epics or themes, epic-
architectures were created. These were architecture designs with concepts that span across 
single user stories. From the epic-architectures the researchers derived story-architectures 
for the realization of single user stories. The experiences with the approaches were satisfying 
to the researchers with reports on reducing the necessary effort for refactoring and also for 
realizing new user stories. It led to a more consistent and stable system structure and more 
flexible system through more planning while sustaining the agility in the development pro-
cess. 
 
The reports hope to provide practically applicable guidance on how to integrate lightweight 
architecting in agile development processes and to sustain agility while creating high quality 
products. Further research is planned in order to provide better guidelines and better tool 
support to make the approach more generally applicable. Evaluation of those tools and 
guidelines is planned to be conducted in controlled experiments and industrial case studies. 
 
2.3.1.7 Paper 7 - “How Much Up-Front? A Grounded Theory of Agile Architecture” 
A more recent study aims at dealing with the problem of how much design up-front would 
be required with software architecture (Waterman et al., 2015). Many agile methodologies 
recommend some architecture planning, but little guidance is provided as to which architec-
tural decisions should be made up-front and how those decisions are influenced. Even 
though many agile developers handle this absence in guidance by designing “just enough” 
architecture up-front in order to start development, it is difficult to determine in advance 
how to measure “just enough”.  
 
In the paper, a grounded theory of agile architecture is presented that describes how agile 
software teams come up with solutions to how much upfront architecture design effort is 
enough. The theory presents six forces that affect the team’s context (requirements instabil-
ity, technical risk, early value, team culture, customer agility and experience) and five strat-
egies (respond to change, address risk, emergent architecture, big design up-front, frame-
works and template architectures) that teams use to determine how much effort should be 
put into up-front design. The relationships between the forces and strategies are then ex-
plored to identify positive and negative changes one can bring on the other. 
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2.3.2 Summary 
The conducted literature survey suggests that the debate about agility and architecture has 
been ongoing for some time, with practitioners for and against the methodology. While quite 
a few different methods and theories have been developed to facilitate the issue, there is still 
lack of empirical studies concerning the challenges or adoptions of those methods in 
industrial settings, requiring more research to fully reveal the benefits and drawbacks by an 
agile software development methodology (Breivold et al., 2010). Many of the tested theories 
and practices, such as the grounded theory of agile architecture or epic-architectures, have 
been advocated in theory and sometimes artificial settings which cannot be precisely 
conformed to actual practices. The studies that do exist are small and often diverging. Thus 
this thesis aims to further the empirical research done so far by studying architecting and 
agile practices in software companies to look into what challenges are there regarding 
architecture decision-making. 
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3 Case Study 
Following the literature survey results in chapter 2, a case study in distinct organisations 
was conducted to explore the contradicting statements and findings in the researched 
literature. Section 3.1 describes the methodology for conducting the case study including 
the selection of participants. Section 3.2 lists out the interview questions and execution of 
the case study. Section 3.3 describes the results and analysis of the case study execution. 
 
3.1 Plan and Goals 
This section presents the plan and goals for conducting a case study of three software 
projects, where considerable effort was spent on software architecture and development was 
in agile environments. To conduct the case study, access to suitable software projects 
developed in agile environments along with significant effort spent on designing the 
architecture was needed. The company Stagnation Lab was a convenient option due to work 
commitments there during the writing of this thesis and as it had been involved in various 
projects developed from concept to finish. Having good connections with the lead architects 
in the company was a benefit also. The third project was selected from the company SMIT 
to not rely on a single company and to explore the architecture development in another agile 
environment. The projects selected for the purposes of this case study were an e-commerce 
platform for the retail business for windows and doors, a test automation tool for set-top 
boxes/smartTV-s and a monitoring information system for the Fire and Rescue Department. 
Prior to conducting the case study, interviews had to be arranged and reviewed for gathering 
data. This means that the interview guide had to be designed in such a way to collect 
necessary aspects of architecture design in an agile environment to provide answers to the 
research questions stated in this thesis. Due to having multiple definitions as to what 
software architecture is considered to be, two definitions from published bibliography were 
selected and relevant agile practices in both cases determined. The practices were used to 
map the actual practices used in projects to understand to what extent the companies 
considered themselves to be agile. 
 
3.1.1 About the Case Study 
The case study focused on three projects developed from concept to completion in two dif-
ferent companies. One of them was an online e-commerce project Klarvinduer which the 
company was working on in the first half of 2015. The customers behind Klarvinduer are 
involved in the retail business of windows and doors, operating in Denmark. The other pro-
ject was the company's own product named Simote, which was developed from a need to 
automate IPTV black-box testing while being involved in a larger project led by Telia. The 
third project is a monitoring system developed for the Estonian Fire and Rescue Department 
by SMIT. The key architects in all projects were interviewed, in order to gather the neces-
sary evidence for an agile evaluation. 
The case study consisted of unstructured to semi-structured interviews with a set of ques-
tions for guiding the interviews in a direction relevant for the data collection. The case study 
data extraction was formalized into following steps: 
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1. Introductory overview of what the architects consider as software architecture and 
what agile methodologies are followed in the company; 
2. Interview with the key architect of Klarvinduer; 
3. Interview with the key architect of Simote; 
4. Interview with the key architect of the Fire and Rescue Department monitoring sys-
tem; 
5. Presenting the results of the case study to the architects for possible added infor-
mation. 
In order to prevent inconsistencies due to problems recalling what was discussed, the inter-
views were recorded, except for the first introductory interview. In addition, all the inter-
views recorded were also transcribed for better data extraction. The collected data from the 
interviews was then analysed and discussed in relation to the research questions to provide 
results. 
 
3.1.2 Overview of the Companies 
This section presents the overview of the companies and the development methods used to 
provide some context about the environment where the case study was conducted in. 
3.1.2.1 Stagnation Lab 
Stagnation Lab is a startup that has been active for 3 years at the writing of the thesis. The 
current development work is based on different contract services focusing on multi platform 
web applications. Build once, deploy to platforms of choice as the company motto states. In 
addition to web applications, some employees are also actively interested in development 
of working hardware and software, such as robotics. Examples of the projects that 
Stagnation Lab has been involved in: 
 Telia Pay TV services MinuTV and NutiTV. Solution was developed and 
implemented in an intimate relationship with Telia’s IPTV team;  
 World’s first “set-top-box-free” IPTV service for Telia on Samsung SmartTV-s; 
 Development of the E-residency application form in partnerships with Enterprise 
Estonia (EAS), SMIT and the Police and Border Guard Board; 
 BigBank mobile credit card app; 
 Klarvinduer - online retail platform for windows and doors. 
Stagnation Lab has also developed their own product called Simote, which came from the 
need to automate testing for the Pay TV services listed above for set-top boxes and smartTV-
s. It has also been successfully sold to TeliaSonera subsidiaries in the Baltics. It is also 
currently the only product where both software and hardware were developed from the very 
beginning and was commercially distributed. 
Stagnation Lab currently has 10 employees out of which there are 5 founders, 4 of whom 
are with a technical background and 1 with a background in business. The roles in 
Stagnation Lab are divided into 5 back-end developers, 1 front-end developer, 1 front-end 
designer, 1 analyst, 1 junior developer and the COO who handles all the external production 
related work such as meeting with clients and future prospects. Of the 5 back-end developers 
in the company, 2 of them are mainly concerned with software architecture. For the purposes 
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of this thesis, both of the architects were interviewed in terms of the respective projects they 
were leading. 
Development Methodologies Used in Stagnation Lab 
The development process followed in the company is a mix of agile and traditional methods. 
Although the COO of the company has stated that they follow a Scrum based development 
method, it is hard to notice many of the related practices that go hand in hand with Scrum. 
As observed during the time worked there, whenever possible, the team follows a mostly 
autonomous process unless being involved in a project where certain methodologies such 
as Scrum or traditional methods are required. For example, in the case of the Bigbank mobile 
credit card app, the methodology followed was pure Scrum as it was decided by the cus-
tomer and collaborators for the development approach in order to deliver the solution incre-
mentally and fast. In the case of Klarvinduer, the development was done in a more relaxed 
environment with deadlines set for deliverables 3-4 months from the start of the architecture 
design and system implementation. 
Generally there is no strict following of recommended rules for Scrum, XP, Kanban, etc. It 
is rather a mix of best practices followed from these methodologies with some adaptations 
coming from even traditional development practices. While there are elements of sprints, 
sprint retrospectives, and product backlogs present, the requirements, analysis and architec-
ture design phase follows a more traditional waterfall-esque approach. In that sense, one 
could say that the company follows some variation of the hybrid Water-Scrum-Fall dis-
cussed in previous research (Theocharis et al., 2015). Generally however, once the devel-
opment has passed the initial requirements engineering, prototyping and architecture design, 
the development follows a more agile approach with incremental deliveries, responding to 
change, etc. 
 
3.1.2.2 SMIT 
The Estonian Ministry of the Interior IT and Development Centre (SMIT) is an ICT (Infor-
mation and Communications Technology) provider operating in the public sector. It started 
operations on March 1, 2008 with the purpose of delivering ICT services to the Estonian 
Ministry of the Interior and the administrative field along with it. The mission of SMIT is 
creating a development environment within the administrative area of the Ministry where 
internal security institutions would collaborate in devising and developing applications vital 
for providing internal security services.  
The operation of ICT services for the Estonian Ministry of the Interior, The Rescue Board 
and the Estonian Academy of Security Sciences and The Police and Border Guard Board 
(PPA) are all ensured by SMIT by supporting the provision of public and integral services 
to the Emergency Centre. Examples of projects where SMIT has been involved in are 
launching the E-residency online application form in collaboration with EAS, PPA and 
Stagnation Lab, and the monitoring information system for the Fire and Rescue Department 
explored in the current thesis. 
SMIT is a government agency deploying around 201-500 employees, depending on differ-
ent projects and fields. 
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Development Methodologies Used in SMIT 
Software development in SMIT has followed more traditional methods until recent years. 
The collaboration for developing the E-residency online application form was one of the 
first projects done in a more agile way while involving multiple parties and large amounts 
of cross communication. In the case of the monitoring system development for the Fire and 
Rescue Department, the project initially followed a traditional waterfall method but when it 
was decided to redesign the system, the team started following Scrum because of drawbacks 
experienced when working with previous projects. It is not precisely clear what the overall 
approach in SMIT regarding development methodologies is in large scale, but the general 
movement seems to go more towards agility in smaller projects. 
 
3.1.3 Case Description 
The case is based on three projects developed from concept to finish in the company 
Stagnation Lab and SMIT. A high-level overview of the projects is provided in table 1. 
 
  
Table 1. Characteristics of the projects explored in the case study. 
 Klarvinduer Simote Monitoring system 
Domain E-commerce  
platform  
specialising in the 
retail business of 
windows and doors 
Black box test  
automation tool for 
set-top box/smartTV 
applications 
Information system for 
conducting monitoring 
and reporting of 
different activities in the 
Rescue and Fire  
department 
Number of  
developers 
8 3 5 
Duration 9 months + 
maintenance and 
support 
1.5 years + mainte-
nance and support 
10 months + maintenance 
Project type Software Software, hardware Software 
Programming 
languages 
JavaScript, 
Node.js, HTML5, 
React 
JavaScript, Node.js, 
HTML5, React 
Spring MVC, Spring Data 
JPA, Spring Boot, Angu-
lar.js, Fat client 
Chosen process 
method 
No specific No specific Scrum 
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3.1.3.1 Klarvinduer 
Klarvinduer is an online e-commerce shop for selling custom-made windows, doors and 
conservatories. Customers of the solution are operating in Denmark with plans of scaling 
more globally. The analysis phase of the project started late 2014 and majority of the devel-
opment took place in the first half of 2015, launching in august for public. 
The project was chosen as one example for this case study because it was built from start to 
end without any prior relevant knowledge or experience building e-commerce platforms. 
There are many ready-made platforms and architectures available for people to build online 
stores upon but in terms of this custom retail business, it was decided to build the whole 
thing from start. 
 
3.1.3.2 Simote 
Simote is a black-box test automation tool for SmartTV-s and set-top boxes. It works as an 
intermediary for a person controlling the switching of different views with an infrared re-
mote control. A person can record a set of controls with the remote control and Simote plays 
the recordings on the target device(s). Useful info such as application errors, device restarts 
and application performance metrics are then provided for the tester for further debugging. 
The product was developed from the need to automate testing of the local pay TV service 
provider’s smartTV and set-top box application. Formerly, testing of the application was 
largely manual, meaning a person had to test the application by using the remote control 
along with ridiculous amount of clicking. 
The project was chosen as another example for the case study because it was developed 
from concept to finish with a key architect leading the development. On top of the software, 
hardware was also designed and developed by the architect behind Simote. 
 
3.1.3.3 Rescue and Fire Department Monitoring Information System 
The monitoring information system for the Rescue and Fire Department deals with mainly 
two things: identifying the causes of fires and facilitating the inspection of buildings or ed-
ifices, for example distributing building permits. Thus the monitoring system comprises of 
the state of different objects, such as fire detectors, and processing events or more precisely, 
for reporting details of events that required the involvement of rescue workers. Depending 
on the input from the rescue workers, the workers assigned had to inspect the area, fill out 
their reports and add the details to the information system for further processing.  
The project was chosen because it involved another company in order to reduce bias by 
exploring only one organisation. Additionally, the project was conducted following the 
Scrum methodology and provided valuable input for the thesis. The opportunity to interview 
the architect of the system came from a co-worker in Stagnation Lab. 
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3.1.4 Agile Software Development Practices 
In order to further identify what agile practices were being used more specifically in Stag-
nation Lab and SMIT in the software architecture design, a list of agreed Scrum and XP 
practices was used for determining the level of agility in the two cases explored. By using 
the selected methodologies, the mapping of practices does not rely too heavily on a single 
methodology. Scrum and XP were also used for a basis because they are both well-estab-
lished, accessible and there is a general agreement with regards to their content and associ-
ated practices. For the purposes of this thesis, a list of agile practices was borrowed from a 
research paper about agility in scientific software development (Sletholt et al., 2011). In the 
original paper, 35 agile practices were identified but some activities were omitted because 
not all of those are relevant for software architecture design explored in this thesis. The 
practices dropped from the original list were as follows: 
1. Team members volunteer for tasks (self-organizing team) 
2. Move people around 
3. All the production code is pair programmed 
4. Only one pair integrates code at a time 
5. Set up a dedicated integration computer 
Tasks related to software architecture are delegated usually for the software architect as he 
is the architecture owner and responsible for delivering the design. In practice no. 1, the 
development team members volunteer for implementation related tasks but generally are not 
involved in tasks designated for the architect in a team. Similar reasoning is for dropping 
practice no. 2. Developers provide feedback to the architect regarding his design decisions 
but don’t exchange roles with the architect. Practices 3-5 were dropped because they were 
related to pair programming - an activity related to coding only. Architecture design deals 
mainly with the conception and devising the high level structures of a software system. Alt-
hough architecture design can include parts of implementation depending on the context, it 
is not the main focus. 
As mentioned briefly in section 1.3.1, software architecture can be defined in various ways 
with differing opinions as to the scope of what it includes. For the purposes of the case study 
and depending on the architect's personal understanding of software architecture, two defi-
nitions are taken into account based on (Bass et al., 2003) and (Kruchten, 1994). These are 
named from here on as restrictive and non-restrictive architectures respectively. 
 
3.1.4.1 Agile Practices Regarding Non-Restrictive Architecture Definition 
Non-restrictive software architecture is regarded in this thesis as architecture that is not 
strictly related to conception and modeling high level structures and interfaces, but also 
incorporates some elements of design patterns and implementation. The architect 
participates actively both in architecture design and implementation of architectural 
elements and sets the baseline for the developers to build upon. Naturally, the architect is 
part of the development team and is also involved in overall development when the 
architecture is well defined but he is still primarily in charge for sustaining the architecture 
throughout the project lifecycle. The list of agile practices applicable to the non-restrictive 
architecture design is provided in table 2 below. Descriptions of the practices and the 
relevance to software architecture are listed in section 3.1.4.3. 
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Table 2. Mapping of agile practices for non-restrictive architectures based on (Sletholt 
et al., 2011). Practices marked with an asterix are XP practices, but are likewise 
recommended in the Scrum methodology. 
# Agile practices 
1 Priorities (product backlog) maintained by a dedicated role (product owner) 
2 Development process and practices facilitated by a dedicated role (Scrum master) 
3 Sprint planning meeting to create sprint backlog 
4 Planning poker to estimate tasks during sprint planning 
5 Time-boxed sprints producing potentially shippable output 
6 Mutual commitment to sprint backlog between product owner and team 
7 Short daily meeting to resolve current issues 
8 Burn down chart to monitor sprint progress 
9 Sprint review meeting to present completed work 
10 Sprint retrospective to learn from previous sprint 
11 Release planning to release product increments 
12 User stories are written* 
13 Give the team a dedicated open work space* 
14 Set a sustainable pace* 
15 The project velocity is measured* 
16 The customer is always available* 
17 Code written to agreed standards* 
18 Code the unit test first 
19 Integrate often 
20 Use collective ownership* 
21 Simplicity in design* 
22 Choose a system metaphor 
23 Use class-responsibility-collaboration (CRC) cards for design sessions 
24 Create spike solutions to reduce risk* 
25 No functionality is added early 
26 Refactor whenever and wherever possible 
27 All code must have unit tests 
28 All code must pass all unit tests before it can be released 
29 When a bug is found, tests are created 
30 Acceptance tests are run often and the score is published 
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3.1.4.2 Agile Practices Regarding Restrictive Architecture Definition 
Rrestrictive software architecture is regarded in this thesis as architecture that is strictly 
related to conception and modelling high level structures and interfaces and does not incor-
porate elements such as design patterns and implementation. Code is kept separate from the 
architecture and is instead treated as the realisation of the architecture. The architect is re-
sponsible for designing and maintaining the high level structures and interfaces of the soft-
ware architecture but the implementation is left largely to the development team. The archi-
tect can still also be a part of the development team and be involved in the implementation 
but it is not compulsory. 
Taking the definition into account, certain agile practices listed in table 2 were omitted as 
they no longer were applicable for the architecture design. These are as follows: 
1. Code written to agreed standards 
2. Code the unit test first 
3. All code must have unit tests 
4. All code must pass all unit tests before it can be released 
5. When a bug is found, tests are created 
All the above practices were omitted as they were related to coding activities. The definition 
of the restrictive architecture excludes activities related to coding and deals solely with con-
ceptualising and modelling the architecture components and interfaces. 
 
3.1.4.3 Description of Practices and Relevancy to Architecture 
1. Priorities (Product Backlog) maintained by a dedicated role (Product Owner) 
Product Backlog is the artifact for keeping defined and prioritized tasks and requirements. 
It is maintained by the Product Owner, who represents the needs and demands of the cus-
tomer. Both architectural and functional requirements and tasks are often listed in the Prod-
uct Backlog. 
 
2. Development process and practices facilitated by a dedicated role (Scrum Master) 
The Scrum Master is regarded as the head of the Scrum team and closest to a traditional 
“project leader”. His responsibility is to facilitate the focus on development and tasks in the 
sprint for the team. In addition, he handles all the impediments to the development. 
 
3. Sprint planning meeting to create Sprint Backlog 
A meeting in the initial stages of the iteration where the agenda is to figure out what func-
tional or architectural requirements/tasks are to be finished during the sprint. 
 
4. Planning poker to estimate tasks during Sprint planning 
A technique for estimating the task complexity and duration during sprint planning meet-
ings. Developers have a deck of cards with numbers corresponding to estimates. When es-
timating the task at hand, developers present the card simultaneously according to what they 
believe the task estimate to be. The statistical mean or mode is then calculated from all these 
individual estimates. The estimation is over when everyone agrees on the mean estimate. In 
the event of disputes, the activity is repeated and the tasks analysed more elaborately. 
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5. Time-boxed sprints producing potentially shippable output 
Routine time-boxed iterations of fixed length to release a new version of software, often 
lasting from two to four weeks. 
 
6. Mutual commitment to Sprint Backlog between Product Owner and Team 
The Product Owner, Scrum Master and the development team are all involved in the sprint 
backlog and committed to completing the tasks within. In agile environments, software ar-
chitects are usually also members of the development team. 
 
7. Short daily meeting to resolve current issues 
A brief informal meeting for the team members to describe very shortly what he/she has 
done the previous day and what will be done in further plans. Challenges or issues uncovered 
are discussed in the meetings. 
 
8. Burndown chart to monitor sprint progress 
The burndown chart displays how much work is finished according to time. Several lines 
can be used for displaying different effort spent but two lines depicting the line of actual 
burndown and ideal burndown are almost always included. 
 
9. Sprint review meeting to present completed work 
Meeting held in the final stages of the sprint, where customers and stakeholders are invited 
to present the tasks completed during the sprint. 
 
10. Sprint retrospective to learn from previous sprint 
Meeting held in the final stages of the sprint, where the development team reviews the prac-
tices and general issues that emerged during the course of the sprint. Discussion involves 
both good and bad practices/issues and improvements are suggested with the process altered 
accordingly. 
 
11. Release planning to release product increments 
Meetings held to plan the product increment releases. These can be planned by measuring 
the project velocity (how much work is completed in a single sprint) and using data from 
the burndown chart. 
 
12. User stories are written: 
User stories are created to define tasks. The pattern for writing the user tasks is along the 
following lines: 
“As a <stakeholder, customer, role>, I want <goal, requirement, desire> so <motivation, 
purpose>” 
 
13. Dedicated open workspace 
The team should be situated in an open workspace environment to facilitate collaboration 
and communication. 
 
14. Sustainable pace 
The work planned for releases should be possible to complete without requiring the team to 
work overtime nor making shortcuts in functionality or quality. 
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15. The project Velocity is measured 
The project velocity is a measure of work completed during a sprint. It is necessary to meas-
ure velocity in order to plan releases and to determine the feasible amount of work to be 
included in the iteration. 
 
16. The customer is always available 
In the event that issues need further input or clarification, the customer or a representative 
is always available at all times. 
 
17. Code written to agreed standards  
Code must have a consistent standard and formatting. This practice is not relevant to the 
restrictive architecture definition. 
 
18. Code the unit test first 
Test cases are defined prior to writing code. The initial test cases give the developer a clear 
picture of what is required in order to complete a task, as well as provide constant feedback 
to the developer. This practice is not relevant to the restrictive architecture definition. 
 
19. Integrate often 
Changes made should be uploaded often (at least once a day), as long as the code is written 
according to agreed standards and works. In regards to architecture, changes related to either 
code or design should be updated similarly. 
 
20. Use collective ownership 
In order to possibly contribute to all main aspects of the project, the developers should feel 
a strong, collective ownership of the software. 
 
21. Simplicity in design 
A simple design should be chosen that is suitable for solving the task at hand. Future en-
hancements are deemed superfluous to design up-front as they are not defined yet and will 
only lead to more complex code or architecture design than necessary. 
 
22. Choose a system metaphor 
An accessible metaphor for the system must be provided to be able to explain the system 
design to customers easily. The metaphor is fundamentally a logical representation of the 
architecture. 
 
23. Use CRC cards for design sessions 
CRC stands for “Class, Responsibilities and Collaboration”. CRC cards are used by the de-
velopment team to evaluate the relationship and messaging between objects and classes. 
The purpose of the technique is to simply collect and evaluate design ideas. 
 
24. Create spike solutions to reduce risk 
Spike solutions are programs aimed to address very difficult technical or design-related 
problems. The programs are used to investigate and assess potential solutions. Spike solu-
tions can be applied in architecture design by exploring various design alternatives for the 
system. 
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25. No functionality is added early 
The development of functionality is postponed until it is needed. Adding extra flexibility 
will slow down the development and could be a potential waste as it may never be required, 
regardless of how it improves the system. 
 
26. Refactor whenever and wherever possible 
Improve the architecture and design whenever as long as it can be replaced by something 
more appropriate or better. Architecture and design must be adjusted as requirements can 
change quickly and to insure the software’s maintainability and simplicity, constant refac-
toring is a necessity. 
 
27. All code must have unit tests 
A unit test is an assertion about a component of the software, such as a single method or 
function, which either fails or passes. To ensure code coverage, all code must be tested by 
dedicated unit tests. This practice is not relevant to the restrictive architecture definition. 
 
28. All code must pass all unit tests before it can be released 
No product increments are released if even a single unit test fails. This practice is not rele-
vant to the restrictive architecture definition. 
 
29. When a bug is found tests are created 
To address the discovered bug, new tests are written and added to the test suite. This practice 
is not relevant to the restrictive architecture definition. 
 
30. Acceptance tests are run often and the score is published 
Acceptance tests are created based on user stories and used as a type of black box testing. 
The latter refers to testing the experience of the program, without focusing on the details of 
the implementation. Every acceptance test must pass in order for a story to be complete and 
resolved. 
The practices and descriptions above were based on the paper on agile practices and effects 
on scientific software (Sletholt et al., 2011) along with some additional explanations how it 
could be applied to software architecture design. 
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3.2 Performance of the Case Study 
This section presents the execution of the case study. Section 3.2.1 provides an introduction 
towards what is considered as software architecture by the architects in Stagnation Lab and 
some challenges encountered. Section 3.2.2 delves deeper into architectural practices in the 
context of the three projects explored. Questions were formed and organised so that the data 
gathered from the participants could be analysed to hopefully provide answers to the 
research questions set in the thesis. 
 
3.2.1 Introductory Interview 
In preparation for a more profound data extraction of agile practices in software architecture 
development in the organisations, an introductory interview was conducted with the archi-
tect of the Klarvinduer project to enquire about typical project lifecycles from the viewpoint 
of the developers and to ascertain what is considered software architecture in the company. 
In addition, the introductory interview gave some insight into what questions to formulate 
for the rest of the case study interviews. The interview was largely unstructured, with some 
questions prepared in advance in relation to the topic. The first two questions were about 
finding out how the architect understood software architecture and how it differs from im-
plementation. The motivation for the third and fourth question was to find out what chal-
lenges the architect has encountered in architecture design in general and if the current pro-
cesses set in the company have been positive towards architecture development. The pre-
pared questions asked during the interview are listed as follows: 
 
1. How do you define architecture in the company? What does it consist of? 
2. How do you differentiate architecture from other implementation? 
3. What problems have you encountered with architecture design? What were the 
causes? 
4. Would you improve something in the current methods for architecture design and 
development? Is there something you would do differently considering the environ-
ment? 
 
3.2.2 Interview Questions for the Case Studies 
Following the introductory interview and taking into account insights gathered from it, a 
more profound interview was constructed for the key architects in the three projects to ad-
dress the research questions stated in this thesis. Subsequently, the interview was divided 
into two sections, each one grouping together questions that would be relevant to the respec-
tive research question. 
Interview questions regarding research question RQ1 were prepared to explore what agile 
practices were used in the organisations and how they mapped to recommended practices in 
Scrum and XP. This was required to evaluate the level of agility in the company in compar-
ison to the understanding of what agility is perceived to be by the architects. It is easy for 
people to say that the organisation is agile. However, a number of architects and developers 
choose to exclude certain practices deeming them unnecessary for various reasons and the 
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outcome might be more towards traditional development than is believed. Questions listed 
towards the end of the RQ1 group, more specifically questions 9 and 10, aim to look into 
what challenges the architects encountered with software architecture design while working 
in agile environments. 
 
Addressing RQ1: To what extent do software architecture and agility support each other? 
 
1. What do you consider as agile in the way you develop software architecture or soft-
ware in general? Why do you consider these things agile? 
2. What practices did you use when designing the architecture? What steps were used 
when designing the architecture of the system? 
3. How were the architectural requirements managed and prioritized? Was there a tech-
nical backlog for architectural requirements? 
4. How was the information about the architecture design preserved and distributed for 
other developers (and new team members for future)?  
5. How were architectural decisions communicated among the team? 
6. How were architectural decisions communicated to the customer? 
7. How much effort was put on defining functional and non-functional requirements in 
the architecture? 
8. How was testing conducted for the architecture design and implementation? 
9. What were the challenges encountered during architecture design and development? 
10. Looking back, would there be anything you would do differently regarding the ar-
chitecture design and development? 
11. Is there something else you would like to comment or add? 
 
Interview questions regarding research question RQ2 were prepared to explore how much 
architecture is designed up-front compared to the rest of the development. Although the 
companies have stated that they follow agile methodologies, the initial phases still follow a 
more traditional approach with up-front design to some extent without involving rest of the 
development team for early implementation. Questions 1 and 2 try to find out how much 
up-front design was believed to be appropriate by the architects in the projects and whether 
it caused any challenges. Question 3 aims at looking into when is it important to freeze the 
architecture to provide necessary stability for development to commence. Question 4 is 
aimed at finding out whether there were any requirements that were not handled well in the 
process but could have been with more up-front design. Questions 5 and 6 look into how 
much effort was put into making the architecture adaptable to change, if any. Question 7 
tries to explore what the architects opinion is regarding best architectures emerging from 
self-organized teams.  
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Addressing RQ2: How much up-front architecture is appropriate in an agile environment? 
 
1. How much up-front design was necessary in order for the other team members to 
start development? Do you try to wait with freezing the architecture? How is the 
interplay with development? 
2. Were there cases where this caused problems? Both in the case of minimal up-front 
and as much up-front as possible. 
3. Was it necessary at any point to freeze the architecture design so that development 
could continue? If yes, then why? Do you try to put as many as possible architectural 
decisions up-front to be prepared for what comes? 
4. Were there any architectural requirements that were not handled so well but could 
have been done better if more time was allocated to up-front architecture design? 
5. Was the architecture designed to accommodate changes likely to come up in the 
future? 
6. How flexible is the general architecture with regards to changing functionality? 
7. What is your opinion on the XP principle about emergent architecture? Can archi-
tecture be developed with minimal or no up-front planning? 
8. Is there something else you would like to comment or add? 
 
3.2.3 Execution of the Interviews 
The interviews were conducted in 2016 from March to the end of April. Scheduling the 
interview dates was more difficult than anticipated as the architects in question were often 
occupied with work related tasks or had other errands to attend to. The interviews were 
planned and conducted on the dates in table 3 below. Average length of the interviews was 
around an hour. Interviews 2-4 were all transcribed afterwards for better data extraction and 
analysis. 
 
  
 
Table 3. Planned interview dates 
1 Introductory interview March 1, 2016 
2 Interview with the architect of Klarvinduer April 4, 2016 
3 Interview with the architect of Simote April 27, 2016 
4 Interview with the architect of the Rescue and Fire Department 
monitoring system 
April 30, 2016 
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3.3 Case Study Results and Analysis 
This section presents the results and the analysis of the case study. The summaries of the 
individual interviews are presented with some conclusions given from what was gathered. 
In addition, the agile practices from table 2 presented in section 3.1.4.1 were mapped to the 
actual practices in the companies along with the reasonings behind the answers. 
 
3.3.1 Introductory Interview 
This section presents the results from the introductory interview held with the architect of 
Klarvinduer. 
3.3.1.1 Software Architecture in the Company 
According to the architect interviewed, software architecture in the company is related to 
high level design with some elements of design patterns and implementations. Examples 
brought by the architect were API design, database schemas and setting up the linkage nec-
essary for server to client-side communications. This relates to the non-restrictive definition 
of software architecture discussed in section 3.1.4.1.  
The examples provided by the architect to answer the question how architecture differs from 
other development include setting up http methods and query parsing for the server so that 
queries from the server would display the message “Hello, World” to the user. Making the 
message look nice or the message placement would be considered as development. Another 
case would be setting up a system of file folders with keys for linking API calls whereas the 
specific content of the API call, such as defining the responses, would be regarded as devel-
opment. 
To generalise by the examples provided, software architecture is considered as starting from 
high level models of the system to providing a structured solution which is able to handle a 
server to client-side communication, database schemas related to the data to be collected 
and stored and API development as a means to providing the programmers an interface for 
further development of the system. Everything else related to making the system look nice, 
integrating web services, using the API and populating databases with new fields is imple-
mentation, not architecture design. 
 
3.3.1.2 Challenges Encountered in Architecture Design 
The architect mentioned certain challenges related to the architecture design phase. Some 
of them are summarised in the list below: 
 
 Minor or no documentation during the architecting phase.  
As it often occurs in agile environments, the architect stated that documentation is 
deemed to be an excess waste and nobody really reads the documentation anyway. 
The developers in general opt to writing self-documenting code where possible in-
stead. On the other hand, this often means that critical design decisions are exclu-
sively in the head of the architect and only he knows the system fully. Memory is 
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not perfect and problems due to recall occur in time inevitably. It is also harder to 
bring new people in a project up to speed due to lack of documentation, which means 
experienced team members have to bring the trainee up to date mostly from their 
own time. 
 Agreeing on code conventions.  
The architect of the project often decides the code conventions in the project and 
that may stir some disagreements among the members of the team during develop-
ment. 
 Interruptions by team members.  
The interviewee stated that architecture phase is something that would benefit from 
the least amount of interruptions as possible. Sometimes the communication over-
head by other developers in development is inconvenient and disruptive to the archi-
tect. This tends to move towards the traditional architecting with ivory tower visions 
(Ambler, 2012), when feedback is not incorporated as much to the overall design. 
 
As to the question, would the interviewee improve something with the current process meth-
ods in architecture design, the answer was that the present mostly autonomous environment 
is fine for the developers. He stated that in the initial phases, he would prefer working in 
solitude with occasional meetings involving the whole team for suggestions in improving 
the design. Ultimately, the architect would be the one deciding on the best possible archi-
tecture design. In addition to that, the interviewee mentioned that if possible, he would like 
even more time for architecture design so the development could proceed without having to 
wait for certain components not yet designed or implemented. However due to the nature of 
agile development, this would be considered anti agile, as the agile principles try to avoid 
long-term planning. 
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3.3.2 Interview at Klarvinduer 
This section addresses the interview conducted with the key architect of Klarvinduer in 
terms of the research questions stated in this thesis. 
3.3.2.1 Addressing RQ1. To what extent do software architecture and agility 
support each other? 
The architect’s view on agility and software architecture supporting each other was rela-
tively mixed. There were aspects of the development that could be regarded as agile rela-
tively well. There were also cases, in which the suggested practices were not followed as 
much with the architect’s explanation on why he thinks that. The way the architect perceived 
agility is conducting development in iterations or sprints and keeping the customer in the 
loop at all times. An exception to keeping the customer in the loop for feedback would be 
during the beginning stages of architecture design, because there isn’t much to show that 
would bring perceived value to the customer. Other than that, his thinking of agility didn’t 
contrast the general opinion of agile development much.  
On the account of following agile practices such as Scrum as propagated in the literature, 
the architect stated that he is not a fan of the practices. He felt that although there is most 
certainly a need for a project manager / product owner, taking it as far as planning sprints 
and estimating time for tasks is more negative than positive. In Klarvinduer’s case, the pro-
ject manager naturally acted as a product owner but there was no Scrum Master for facili-
tating the processes. Although there was a product backlog for the project, no elements of 
time-boxed sprints were used to deliver results. Naturally this excludes activities such as 
sprint planning meetings, planning poker, burndown charts for measuring the sprint progress 
and the mutual commitment between the product owner and team because there was no 
sprint backlog in usage. Tasks to do were not defined as user stories but they were based on 
requirements.  
There were some elements similar to the practices in Scrum. For example there were no 
daily stand-ups throughout the project, but the team discussed what they had done and future 
plans in a more ad hoc way during the day. Similar aspects are with sprint reviews and sprint 
retrospectives, which were not conducted formally, but the team occasionally held meetings 
to review what had been done so far and what could be done better when moving forward 
with the development. Release planning for product increments was done in a relatively 
flexible way by versioning either by deadlines set by the customer or whenever the team felt 
enough work was completed for a release. 
The architect’s reasoning on why developers are not very fond of time-boxed sprints is that 
developers appreciate freedom to tinker with the implementation until it is at a satisfactory 
level. This is especially true regarding software architecture as it is the base of all develop-
ment and should function as well as possible. Dividing the tasks to small increments every 
week or two brings added overhead of thinking how to break tasks into reasonable pieces as 
some tasks take more than one or two sprints. Sometimes closing tasks at the end of a sprint 
to reopen it at the start of a new one (perhaps with a new name) is deemed as needless 
formality. The architect also mentioned that involving the customer in the loop or versioning 
depends on whether the developers or architects deem it worthwhile to show or not (unless 
a strict development process is followed as required by the customer or a third party). It is 
believed that there is less need in demonstrating back-end development milestones, such as 
architectural improvements than front-end design changes for example. 
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Regarding suggested practices in XP, the architect's opinion was largely neutral. Some of 
the practices he deemed very useful while others not as much. The team had a dedicated 
open workspace, the pace was sustainable throughout the project, the customer always avail-
able when needed, collective ownership of the whole development work and code written 
to agreed standards, the last one taken very seriously in the company overall. The architect 
also agreed that extra functionality should only be developed when there is a demand for it. 
However, there was no mention of measuring the project velocity or using CRC cards for 
design sessions and no unit tests were used throughout the project. Acceptance tests were 
conducted occasionally to meet the overall system requirements, mostly nearing the end of 
the product release and whatever other testing was conducted in an ad-hoc way by the ar-
chitect or developers. There was mention of building a test environment for the project by 
the architect which was never quite put to use.  
Other than that, the rest of the practices were somewhat agile but not conducted to the full 
extent of what is stated in XP such as integrating often, using a system metaphor, creating 
spike solutions and refactoring whenever possible. Refactoring was done more according to 
need and not just for the sake of refactoring as much as possible. Simplicity in design was 
initially contradictory meaning that the architect believes more up-front design is necessary 
in the beginning regarding architecture but as the development commences, a more agile 
way to deliver architectural changes is followed. 
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3.3.2.1.1 Agile Practices in the Project 
As the architect’s understanding of software architecture incorporated both conceptualising 
and creating high level structures as well as low-level implementation such as design 
patterns, code structure and standards, the agile evaluation was taken based on the non-
restrictive definition of software architecture in table 4. 
Table 4. Mapping of agile practices to the activities in the Klarvinduer project. 
# Agile practices Klarvinduer 
1 Priorities (product backlog) maintained by a dedicated role (product 
owner) 
Yes 
2 Development process and practices facilitated by a dedicated role 
(Scrum master) 
No 
3 Sprint planning meeting to create sprint backlog No 
4 Planning poker to estimate tasks during sprint planning No 
5 Time-boxed sprints producing potentially shippable output No 
6 Mutual commitment to sprint backlog between product owner and 
team 
No 
7 Short daily meeting to resolve current issues Somewhat 
8 Burn down chart to monitor sprint progress No 
9 Sprint review meeting to present completed work Somewhat 
10 Sprint retrospective to learn from previous sprint Somewhat 
11 Release planning to release product increments Yes 
12 User stories are written No 
13 Give the team a dedicated open work space Yes 
14 Set a sustainable pace Yes 
15 The project velocity is measured No 
16 The customer is always available Yes 
17 Code written to agreed standards Yes 
18 Code the unit test first No 
19 Integrate often Somewhat 
20 Use collective ownership Yes 
21 Simplicity in design Somewhat 
22 Choose a system metaphor Somewhat 
23 Use class-responsibility-collaboration (CRC) cards for design ses-
sions 
No 
24 Create spike solutions to reduce risk Somewhat 
25 No functionality is added early Yes 
26 Refactor whenever and wherever possible Somewhat 
27 All code must have unit tests No 
28 All code must pass all unit tests before it can be released No 
29 When a bug is found, tests are created No 
30 Acceptance tests are run often and the score is published Somewhat 
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Overall out of 30 practices listed, there were 8 practices followed that were clearly agile, 13 
practices that were not followed and 9 practices that were somewhat agile meaning that they 
weren’t followed exactly as stated in Scrum or XP, but the activities were present in some 
aspect.  
To measure the overall agility in the project based on mapping above, the answers were 
coded and scaled in a range for a better overview.  Answers with Yes were coded as +1 for 
being fully agile, answers with Somewhat were coded as 0, meaning that the answer was 
somewhere between and answers with No were coded as -1 for being non-agile. Overall 
agility was calculated by subtracting the sum of non-agile practices from the sum of fully 
agile practices. The result was mapped on a scale consisting of values from Not Agile, 
Slightly less Agile, Slightly more Agile and Fully Agile. As seen in the Klarvinduer case in 
figure 1 below, the practices followed during the project were leaning towards being slightly 
less agile but were also close to having equally as many agile practices as well as traditional 
practices or the practices followed were determined as somewhere between. 
 
3.3.2.1.2 Challenges in the Architecture Design 
Insufficient architecture documentation 
Although agile methodologies have the tendency to be against excessive documentation, 
there are cases where the absence of documentation can be problematic. In the Klarvinduer 
case, there were two documents produced for the architecture. One was a picture modelling 
the relations between the internal server-side components such as the API, database, file 
server and external components such as payment interfaces. The second one was the data-
base schema model.  
The architect expressed that he and the other developers value face to face communication 
more than documentation because writing and maintaining documentation is considered 
mostly a waste. On the one hand, you may write documentation that no one will read any-
way. On the other hand, the documentation becomes obsolete as the application evolves, 
which requires time to keep it up to date. Most developers as well as the architect in question 
resort to self-documenting code instead. The code is broken down to components wherever 
possible and the components given reasonable names, which makes it relatively straightfor-
ward for navigating the source code.  
Nevertheless the architect stated that the current policy of documentation may as well 
change with the introduction of new employees through time. So far every team member 
 
Figure 1. Overall agility measured in the Klarvinduer project. 
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has been involved in a project from the start but as new people are hired and added to a 
project, there could be instances where a central body of knowledge would be useful instead 
of having to spend the architects or developers time in explaining how something works. 
The architect himself stated that as time has passed, there are moments when he didn’t really 
understand the system behaviour due to problems with recalling what was done. However 
he remained sceptical whether having an up to date documentation would be cost efficient 
enough to save time debugging the system. 
Internal communications regarding design decisions 
There were instances where the architect thought he should have been more confident in 
design decisions. In Klarvinduer, the server-side and client-side architectures started as two 
separate systems because one of them was based on an older implementation developed by 
the second architect in an older project. The two systems were eventually merged into one 
but they continue to have slightly different behaviour and are not integrated perfectly. This 
could have probably been avoided by taking more responsibility in mandating the design 
decisions and communicating the decisions more with the other members of the team. 
Finding agreements in communicating architectural decisions to the customer 
Since architecture design often deals with non-functional requirements, it is difficult to in-
volve the customer in the loop during the architecture design phases. Most of the architec-
tural work is related to back-end development. When customers are paying for a solution, 
they expect to see results as much as possible. Refactoring the architecture design often 
yields no perceivable changes but can be critical in order to facilitate further development. 
In the Klarvinduer case the architect brought an example about some component rules, 
which defined what to display to the user. Oftentimes the components would be modified 
which meant spending around half a day to implement the changes. As this wasn’t feasible, 
the interviewee spent a week to refactor the design so that the same changes would take 
minutes instead of hours. The customer’s response to those changes was questioning why it 
took that much time for a seemingly simple change and it took effort to explain why it was 
necessary. This leads to changes sometimes being implemented as part of bigger tasks or 
implementing the changes without necessarily involving the customer until it is done. The 
architects reasoning being that sometimes it is easier to explain design decisions to the cus-
tomer after they have been implemented and proven to simplify further development. Oth-
erwise there’s the risk of the customer denying any such development beforehand or opting 
the developer to cutting corners in design or implementation. 
The issue related to customer collaboration is that implementing changes without involving 
the customer or communicating the decisions afterwards tends to be a more traditional ap-
proach. In agile development, one should communicate all decisions to the customer before 
implementation with both having mutual agreement. Inability to explain or prove up-front 
why certain improvements would be necessary and the customer rejecting the proposal 
should result in neglecting the development. 
No automated testing 
Testing is perhaps the most controversial practice in the company which is advocated in the 
agile methodology and in XP especially. Since the company was conceived, there hasn’t 
been put much effort on automated testing practices. The architect stated that supposedly 
there has to be a test solution for every architecture. In the Klarvinduer case, the architect 
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had built it and made a few tests, demonstrated it to the others but not much interest was 
shown towards it by the other developers and it was quickly forgotten. This has been the 
case for a couple of years now. The subject is discussed at least once a year but the practice 
hasn’t been picked up. 
Part of the reason for omitting testing in development has been that there have been very 
few problems over the years. There have been instances when an automated test could have 
been useful for preventing a problem or two, but they haven’t been severe enough to start 
testing regularly. The architect stated that one of the reasons why he doesn’t like testing is 
that they take a lot of time to set up. It is similar to documentation, which has to be kept up 
to date consistently. Another statement the architect made is that they just do not develop 
bugs that often. When looking back at the issues that generally come up, there are some 
where an automated test would have proven useful, but there are more issues in which cases 
you don’t write tests for them. In Stagnation Lab, the errors that come up are more related 
to code linking and style, rather than syntax errors for which writing test cases is more 
straightforward. 
However, the architect didn’t say that testing is necessarily a bad practice. There are times 
when the presence of tests is greatly missed. For example when conducting large-scale re-
factoring, like updating a framework version. You cannot be sure if the application is work-
ing as lots of methods are deprecated and rewrites will be necessary. Thus architecture of 
the system can also suffer. The architect concluded that it is something that will probably 
change as time goes on and new developers are recruited. 
 
3.3.2.2 Addressing RQ2. How much up-front architecture is appropriate? 
As stated earlier in section 3.1.2.1, the general process followed during architecture design 
in the company is more traditional than agile, as was also the case with Klarvinduer. This 
means that the architect is in charge of designing the software architecture in the initial 
phases and the rest of the team is involved mostly during the later phases of the architecture 
implementation. The interviewee stated that when designing the architecture in Klarvinduer, 
he didn’t want to involve the rest of the team besides from occasional meetings until most 
of the architecture was more or less complete. Some tasks related to build and deployment 
were left near the release but other than that, there were no major improvements with the 
architecture in general after the rest of the team was involved. Most of them were related to 
changes unforeseen in the initial design and discovered during the implementation.  
Some involvement from team members is still appreciated by the architect. Mainly during 
initial brainstorming sessions and for reviewing the architecture design. The architect stated 
also that some development work can be performed parallel to the architecture design, such 
as front-end development in HTML/CSS. Although the architect is in charge of the system 
architecture, input from the rest of the development team is still welcome when the imple-
mentation has commenced. 
In the first introductory interview, the architect had stated that given the chance, he would 
have liked even more time to work on the architecture. During the second interview he 
agreed that he was relatively satisfied with the state of the architecture when the rest of the 
team was involved. More architecture design could have resulted in less issues during the 
implementation but then again it is similar to testing a prototype with actual users - negative 
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feedback in the later stages would mean that a lot of development was potentially wasted 
and has to be scrapped. When asked if he could have involved the team earlier than he did 
in Klarvinduer, the architect said that he wouldn’t have preferred that. The architect believes 
that development goes faster if more design is done up-front than less. The rest of the team 
encounters less issues building on a more stable architecture. Stability in this case meaning 
that components perform as expected and the overall structure is intact. In the case of 
Klarvinduer, the developers had to be able to write API methods, create new views, run the 
application and have a database. Until these capabilities were implemented, it was risky to 
involve the rest of the team as the architecture went through various changes in the initial 
phases, which would have meant lots of redevelopment or having to wait for the architect 
to add a certain component for the developer to continue work. As the architecture is error-
prone initially, this could also make the developer underperform as it would be difficult to 
determine whether faults in software behaviour are related to the developer or architecture. 
While not being necessarily against agility, the architect doesn’t believe that architecture 
can be developed with minimal planning as stated in XP for example. This approach could 
work in a one or two person project with possibly more effort spent on communication, but 
generally speaking if one would put two developers implementing the same system without 
any predefined structure, each developer would emerge with their own architecture. He 
agrees though that there is no point in thinking outside the scope of the current project. 
Planning for extra functionality is regarded wasteful as you either won’t be needing it or 
when you need it, you learn that you couldn’t anticipate the changes as they came anyway 
and have to either redesign it entirely or do major overhauls. Lastly, time is another factor 
that defines how much effort can be spent on architecture. As the deadline approaches, there 
comes a point where architecture design just has to be frozen to provide enough stability for 
the implementation to be completed. 
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3.3.3 Interview at Simote 
This section addresses the interview conducted with the key architect of Simote in terms of 
the research questions stated in this thesis. 
3.3.3.1 Addressing RQ1. To what extent do software architecture and agility 
support each other? 
The architect interviewed was more supportive towards agile development than the first 
architect in Klarvinduer. His understanding of agility was responding to change in fast de-
veloping environments. As the development advances, changes are expected to be inevitable 
as the understanding of the domain increases and the customer needs evolve through time. 
Agile methods enable to adapt to those changes and reprioritise goals and ideas. 
He also stated that in some cases, working fully agile in a sense that a team would follow 
all the suggested practices is not always reasonable. It would introduce unnecessary formal-
ity similar to what the architect of Klarvinduer had stated. When a team is very small with 
a unified vision of what they want to achieve, there is no significant need to having activities 
such as backlog grooming or planning poker. Provided that a team scales up by adding more 
people to the team, it makes sense to apply more formal activities. Thus in the case of 
Simote, most of the Scrum related activities regarding sprints were missing. Because the 
product built was the company’s first owned product, the architect acted also as the product 
owner in charge of the development. Development was flexible meaning that there was no 
fixed date for the product to be finished even on the customer side. Some investment in the 
development was also spent by the company itself to improve the product. User stories were 
substituted by requirements and no sprint backlogs and related practices were present. Sim-
ilar to the Klarvinduer project, there were elements from daily sprints, sprint reviews and 
sprint retrospectives conducted in a more ad-hoc way throughout the development. No effort 
was put on release planning and the product was released to the customer when development 
was more or less finished. 
Regarding suggested practices in XP, the practices followed were similar to the Klarvinduer 
project. The environment provided an open working space and the pace was sustainable. 
Integrating was also conducted often and extra effort was allocated to standardizing the 
code. The architect approved the idea that no functionality should be added early as there is 
no knowing whether the functionality will be needed or not. However some high level up-
front thinking in designing the architecture to accommodate future changes is considered by 
the architect to be a good investment. Refactoring was also considered by the architect a 
necessity and something not to fear. 
Practices not followed included measuring velocity, using CRC cards for design sessions, 
collective ownership and unit testing. The architect brought out that he has throughout time 
described himself as a control freak in teams. He has preferred to be in charge of maintaining 
the architecture, structures and standards, although lately he expressed that it is not always 
reasonable and has started growing trust in the whole team. The reasoning for wanting to be 
in charge is that it enables a more unified vision opposed to the whole team setting their 
own standards and ending up with a mix. In a sense, it leans towards the concern for ivory 
tower architecture discussed in the software community (Ambler, 2012). No unit tests were 
used in the project but every team member was responsible for the correctness of their code 
and testing was conducted in an ad hoc manner. 
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Rest of the practices were somewhat agile but not conducted to the full extent of what is 
stated in XP. The customer was available when needed but as the scope of the architecture 
and development was agreed in the initial design sessions, the customer wasn’t involved in 
the process as often. Simplicity in design was important but extra effort was spent on iso-
lating the components for example, which was not mandatory but practical for future devel-
opment purposes or to facilitate adding new members to the project when needed. The ar-
chitect mentioned structuring the architecture to conform to system metaphor but it is not 
fully clear to what extent and throughout the design and implementation, various ways to 
deliver the solution were experimented with that can relate to spike solutions. Acceptance 
testing was performed in the later stages of the project but not consistently. 
The architect's opinion on whether architecture design and development support each other 
or not was generally positive. One does not exclude the other and taking a reasonable ap-
proach to incorporating agile techniques to architecture can improve the experience. How-
ever, some things such as reducing up-front planning in architecture cannot be entirely 
avoided and the architect believes it makes more sense to not involve the team in its entirety 
in the beginning phases of architecture design, regarding implementing functionality. Nev-
ertheless feedback for the initial design is by all means welcome from team members, de-
pending on the level of experience and predetermination. 
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3.3.3.1.1 Agile Practices in the Project 
Similar to the architect in the Klarvinduer project, the architect's understanding of software 
architecture incorporated both conceptualising and creating high level structures as well as 
low-level implementation. Thus, the agile evaluation was based on a non restrictive 
definition of software architecture in table 5. 
Table 5. Mapping of agile practices to the activities in the Simote project. 
# Agile practices Simote 
1 Priorities (product backlog) maintained by a dedicated role (product 
owner) 
Yes 
2 Development process and practices facilitated by a dedicated role 
(Scrum master) 
No 
3 Sprint planning meeting to create sprint backlog No 
4 Planning poker to estimate tasks during sprint planning No 
5 Time-boxed sprints producing potentially shippable output No 
6 Mutual commitment to sprint backlog between product owner and 
team 
No 
7 Short daily meeting to resolve current issues Somewhat 
8 Burn down chart to monitor sprint progress No 
9 Sprint review meeting to present completed work Somewhat 
10 Sprint retrospective to learn from previous sprint Somewhat 
11 Release planning to release product increments No 
12 User stories are written No 
13 Give the team a dedicated open work space Yes 
14 Set a sustainable pace Yes 
15 The project velocity is measured No 
16 The customer is always available Somewhat 
17 Code written to agreed standards Yes 
18 Code the unit test first No 
19 Integrate often Yes 
20 Use collective ownership No 
21 Simplicity in design Somewhat 
22 Choose a system metaphor Somewhat 
23 Use class-responsibility-collaboration (CRC) cards for design ses-
sions 
No 
24 Create spike solutions to reduce risk Somewhat 
25 No functionality is added early Yes 
26 Refactor whenever and wherever possible Yes 
27 All code must have unit tests No 
28 All code must pass all unit tests before it can be released No 
29 When a bug is found, tests are created No 
30 Acceptance tests are run often and the score is published Somewhat 
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Overall out of 30 practices listed in the table above, there were 7 practices followed that 
were clearly agile, 15 practices that were not followed and 8 practices that were somewhat 
agile meaning that they weren’t followed exactly as stated in Scrum or XP, but the activities 
were present in some aspect. 
Measuring was conducted similarly as in the Klarvinduer case in section 3.3.2.1.1. As seen 
in the Simote case in figure 2 below, the practices followed during the project were leaning 
more towards being slightly less agile, even though the architect of Simote was more fa-
vourable of agile methodologies than the architect of Klarvinduer. This is probably related 
to the overall team size being very small and consisting mainly of 1 architect and 2 devel-
opers. Like the architect had stated, formal following of the suggested practices was deemed 
unnecessary in such a case. In addition, collaboration with the customer was also less active 
than in Klarvinduer. 
3.3.3.1.2 Challenges in the Architecture Design 
Managing the complexity of the architecture 
This is mostly related to the XP practice of simplicity in design. The architect stated that 
one of the biggest challenges in designing the architecture is keeping the complexity rela-
tively low or hiding the complexity in the components or modules. The idea is to spend 
more effort in keeping the relations and interfaces between the components as simple as 
possible. This eliminates the need for understanding the whole system for other developers 
also. In addition to that, it would make it easier to test the architecture and functionality with 
unit tests, which would, on the one hand, help discover issues and on the other hand serve 
as documentation for new developers, as the tests cover the functionality and help under-
stand what the system should do. The architect mentioned also that it is a common sight for 
junior architects and developers to underestimate the complexity and while learning new 
methods and techniques, they tend to apply those complex methods or algorithms in their 
projects, which often might not be the simplest way of solving problems. 
However keeping the design simple also means more effort is spent on designing the system 
up-front which leads to delays for involving developers to start with the implementation. As 
a consequence, this leads to the development being less agile at first. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Overall agility measured in the Simote project. 
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No clear scope from the customer  
There is a certain amount of danger related to agile development and architecture, when 
insufficient amount of analysis is done prior to development or the customer doesn’t have a 
clear scope of what he wants to achieve. The problem with agile methodology is that while 
change is considered as inevitable, you should still have a general overview of what the goal 
of the project is. Otherwise when the customer has a vague idea of what is to be done and 
the development has commenced and modified as new information is required, it will also 
lead to major redesign and waste. This would be fine if the customer has endless resources 
but it is not the case in real life. He stated that oftentimes the customer requires a simple 
system with limited functionality and the architect is able to devise a reasonable architecture 
for the required system. However, when few months have passed, the customer decides that 
he wants to add a lot of new functionality mid-development, in which case the devised ar-
chitecture would probably not be able to support it. Especially when the principle of simple 
design is followed and no extra effort is put on, for example, making the architecture more 
adaptable or dynamic to accommodate potential changes. Thus it is important to agree on at 
least a general scope in the beginning before commencing architecture design and develop-
ment. The architect considers the best input for architecture and design to be a clickable 
prototype or a wireframe of the solution required.  
No automated testing 
Similar issue as in the Klarvinduer case. Testing was done in an ad-hoc way with the archi-
tect and developers each testing their own design or code. There were no automated nor unit 
tests in the project. Since the project was developed in basically the same environment as 
the Klarvinduer project, then the same reason was brought out by the architect that the whole 
team has encountered relatively few issues throughout time. Likewise he also stated that it 
is something that should be taken into more consideration in the future. The other factor 
being that since most of the projects have incorporated more user interface related design 
and development than applications mainly related to back-end development, then it is hard 
to write tests for proper user interface behaviour. The architect believes that the effort spent 
so far on quality development has been more justified than spending extra time writing qual-
ity test cases to cover the applications.  
In the case of Simote, although the system developed was quite complex involving many 
components, it was easy to keep track of what people had contributed when the team con-
sisted mainly of 3 members. If the project would have been conducted in larger scale, the 
architect would advocate incorporating more systematic testing to the overall development.  
Another problem regarding testing is that it is costly for the customer or that completing the 
project for a specific date is more important than assuring that the application is working 
without issues. The customer sees testing as a too high cost and opts for the development to 
rather skip testing or allocate a small amount of resources to the testing of the whole appli-
cation. The combination of not focusing on testing and pushing deadlines is a recipe for the 
architecture to potentially suffer also along with the rest of the development. 
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3.3.3.2 Addressing RQ2. How much up-front architecture is appropriate? 
Similar to the architect of Klarvinduer, the architect interviewed prefers to make the major 
architecture design decisions in the early phases. The architect stated that as the develop-
ment team members on the project were also not that experienced at the time, he had to 
design and implement most of the structure up-front for the others to join development. Had 
the developers been more experienced, there would have probably been more flexibility 
regarding architecture design decisions and team involvement. 
The architect also discussed that depending on the project size and complexity, it is better 
to have a coherent vision from the start. In very small projects in a familiar field, one could 
postpone making any architectural decisions and get away with it by simply refactoring the 
design throughout time. In larger projects, it makes sense to design and make major deci-
sions more up-front. He reasoned that if not much effort is put on up-front design and com-
mencing with implementation, it will take a lot of time to redesign when learning that the 
current approach is not working. In addition, it is easy to complicate the design and imple-
mentation compared to spending effort on decent architecture design initially. 
The architect also discussed that not only should one opt for the simplest design. He previ-
ously explained that hiding the complexity in different components as much as possible is 
one substantial challenges in architecture design. Naturally this increases the effort spent on 
architecture design but at the same time, involving the rest of the team is easier as they do 
not necessarily have to know how every component works as long as the interfaces work 
properly. It gives also the added benefit of testing the components. If one is not able to cover 
the entire complexity of the component with tests, then at least it is possible to cover the 
overall functionality of the component to validate its behaviour. 
As mentioned also in the Klarvinduer case regarding freezing the architecture, this is again 
one reason why designing more up-front is justifiable as the deadlines may also rush the 
architect to make hasty design decisions later in the development when delaying design 
decisions. If the architecture performs as required, then there is no more point in spending 
extra time on the architecture and it is best to preserve the architecture stability for develop-
ment. The architect did say though that although there is no point in developing extra func-
tionality as it might not be needed, it is good to invest some time in designing the architec-
ture to be more adaptable. One should not implement extra functionality but thinking the 
design through in terms of possible future development is believed to be good investment 
by the architect. 
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3.3.4 Interview at the Fire and Rescue Department Monitoring System 
This section addresses the interview conducted with the key architect of the Fire and Rescue 
Department Monitoring System in terms of the research questions stated in this thesis. 
3.3.4.1 Addressing RQ1. To what extent do software architecture and agility 
support each other? 
The architect's understanding of agility was about involving the customer throughout the 
whole project lifecycle as often as possible. He stated that agile methodologies suggest prac-
tices to keep the customer in the loop and deliver product increments in short development 
cycles. The main idea is to deliver results as quickly as possible and iterate based on the 
feedback received from the customer. When asking if he is supportive of the agile method-
ologies, he responded that he absolutely supports agile development and stated that tradi-
tional development is significantly more expensive and inefficient. 
Most of the Scrum related practices were followed in the architecture design and develop-
ment in the project. The architect described that the team had chosen Scrum because previ-
ous experiences with more traditional waterfall methods had been problematic for some 
time. The development was conducted in sprints lasting up to two weeks. The team held 
sprint planning meetings where tasks were taken from the prioritized product backlog. In 
sprint planning meetings, tasks were written down as user stories and estimated by the plan-
ning poker activity to come up with a sprint backlog for the upcoming sprint. In addition, 
release planning was also conducted at the start of the sprint. When the sprint started, daily 
meetings were conducted either at the workplace or through call conferences when team 
members were distributed at times in different offices. The sprints ended with a sprint re-
view and a sprint retrospective respectively. The only Scrum practices not followed were 
the absence of a Scrum Master and monitoring the sprint progress with a burndown chart. 
There was also some conflict with maintaining the product backlog by the product owner 
that the architect brought out. He stated that more effort should have been put on prioritizing 
the backlog and keeping it up to date and the product owner in the project wasn’t very fond 
of the role and was also occupied tending to other work assignments. 
XP practices followed throughout the project included having a sustainable pace, collective 
ownership to the software, keeping the design as simple as possible and also adding no 
functionality until needed by the customer. Acceptance testing was also performed through-
out the project by the product owner and analyst in the team. Only using CRC cards for 
design sessions was not followed. 
Rest of the practices were somewhat agile but not followed to the full extent. Most of the 
time, the team had an open working environment but on some occasions, the team was split 
between two cities. There was no explicit mentioning project velocity but it was assumed to 
be somewhat present and although integrating was certainly important, it remained unclear 
in the interview how often exactly it was conducted. Regarding the customer being always 
available, there was some contradiction. The architect stated that the customer was involved 
at the end of sprints to provide feedback but it would have been better if the customer had 
been involved even more during work with the backlog. That is because on several occa-
sions, many tasks were performed during sprints and the customer desired something else 
instead when seeing the completed work. The architect discussed also using metaphors in 
the architecture design but it was not clear to what extent exactly and  different designs were 
conceived and discussed with development team members to assess whether something was 
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reasonable to implement or not, which can be related to spike solutions. Refactoring was 
done more according to planned iterations. The architect stated that although refactoring is 
necessary and inevitable in changing environments, it should still be kept minimal as it is 
costly and inconvenient for the development team. This means that refactoring the architec-
ture induces rework not only for the architect, but for the developers also. 
When discussing the question whether architecture and agility go well together, the architect 
had differing opinions. While being supportive of agile methodologies, he stated that archi-
tecture should be regarded as a separate process and not bundled in with other development. 
In the project, the architect was also a member of the development team and was part of 
implementing the system in addition to designing the architecture. Nevertheless he stated 
an architect shouldn’t be the member of a Scrum team or there should be another Scrum 
process for architecture design. In his opinion, Scrum should involve activities and tasks 
related to implementation of the solution, but he has seen processes where even activities 
such as recruiting new employees or vacations are listed in the backlogs. In an ideal scenario, 
he would move architecture design to be part of requirements elicitation and analysis, but 
in Estonia, there is too little effort put on planning. He did not imply that it should be done 
in a traditional way but more effort should be spent for planning in general in agile environ-
ments. However, this does not mean architecture design should be done in ivory tower set-
tings but should be communicated to the stakeholders early and often. In that regard, agile 
development in principle supports the architecture design. 
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3.3.4.1.1 Agile Practices in the Project 
In this case, the architect's understanding of software architecture was that it must be 
separated from code, thus the architecture design deals strictly with conceptualising and 
modeling the high level structures of the system without regard to implementation of those 
structures. The rest was deemed as the realisation of the software architecture. The agile 
evaluation of the project was based on the restrictive definition of software architecture. 
Table 6. Mapping of agile practices to the activities in the Fire and Rescue Department 
monitoring system project. 
# Agile practices Monitoring 
system 
1 Priorities (product backlog) maintained by a dedicated role (product 
owner) 
Somewhat 
2 Development process and practices facilitated by a dedicated role 
(Scrum master) 
No 
3 Sprint planning meeting to create sprint backlog Yes 
4 Planning poker to estimate tasks during sprint planning Yes 
5 Time-boxed sprints producing potentially shippable output Yes 
6 Mutual commitment to sprint backlog between product owner and 
team 
Yes 
7 Short daily meeting to resolve current issues Yes 
8 Burn down chart to monitor sprint progress No 
9 Sprint review meeting to present completed work Yes 
10 Sprint retrospective to learn from previous sprint Yes 
11 Release planning to release product increments Yes 
12 User stories are written Yes 
13 Give the team a dedicated open work space Somewhat 
14 Set a sustainable pace Yes 
15 The project velocity is measured Somewhat 
16 The customer is always available Somewhat 
17 Integrate often Somewhat 
18 Use collective ownership Yes 
19 Simplicity in design Yes 
20 Choose a system metaphor Somewhat 
21 Use class-responsibility-collaboration (CRC) cards for design sessions No 
22 Create spike solutions to reduce risk Somewhat 
23 No functionality is added early Yes 
24 Refactor whenever and wherever possible Somewhat 
25 Acceptance tests are run often and the score is published Yes 
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Overall out of 25 practices listed in the table above, there were 14 practices followed that 
were clearly agile, 3 practices that were not followed and 8 practices that were somewhat 
agile meaning that they weren’t followed exactly as stated in Scrum or XP, but the activities 
were present in some aspect. 
Measuring was conducted similarly as mentioned in the Klarvinduer and Simote cases in 
sections 3.3.2.1.1 and 3.3.3.1.1 respectively. As seen in the monitoring information system 
case in figure 3 below, the practices followed during the project were slightly more agile 
compared to previous projects. The architect had stated that he fully supports agile method-
ologies but as the size of the project was also relatively small with mainly 2-3 developers 
up to 5 developers at peak times, it seemed more reasonable to not opt for all practices 
suggested in Scrum. 
 
3.3.4.1.2 Challenges in the Architecture Design 
Insufficient effort spent on managing the Product Backlog 
Although the project was developed in a relatively agile environment, the architect ex-
pressed concern that more work should have been done by the product owner in regards to 
planning and grooming the backlog. This often resulted in vague or incomplete requirements 
from the customer and there was much redesign and development both for architecture and 
implementation. The architect stated that the 10 months it took to deliver the solution was 
fine, but it could have also been done in just half a year, had there been more effort spent on 
the backlog and planning the development. However, the architect did not say that the plan-
ning should have been done necessarily in a more traditional way and up-front. If an extra 
person would have been allocated to spend more effort on the backlog, it would have helped 
deliver the solution faster. Then again, oftentimes keeping the backlog up to date relied also 
on the availability of the customer, who couldn’t invest as much time in the project due to 
being also tied to other work assignments in the Fire and Rescue Department.  
Getting the team to accept change 
A challenge in agile environments regarding architecture and development is getting the 
whole team to accept the fact that change is inevitable. To the architect, change and subse-
quent refactoring is normal and part of the process in agile software development. To the 
developers, change is inconvenient as it means a lot of effort is wasted. There were some 
occasions in the project where it was difficult getting the development team to understand 
and agree with what was being done or suggested. The architect noted that it sometimes lead 
 
Figure 3. Overall agility measured in the Fire and Rescue Department monitoring 
system project. 
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to disputes in the team even. The challenge for the architect was to keep refactoring to a 
minimum as changes in the architecture would in turn induce changes in the implementation 
also.  
The way the architect tries to solve this is by dividing the architecture into different levels. 
The higher level structures are set usually in the beginning of the architecture design process 
and will not be changed. As the organisation is working in a field highly regulated by laws, 
the changes are introduced at higher levels usually when the laws are changed. The changes 
that affect development appear when going towards lower level modules and components. 
Similarly to what the architect of Simote had said, some effort is spent on isolating the 
modules so it would have minimal impact on the overall architecture and implementation, 
should refactoring become a necessity. The benefits of this approach is that sometimes mod-
ifications in architecture mean minimal changes in code, such as changing a configuration 
file or renaming files. 
No automated testing 
Similar to the first two projects conducted in Stagnation Lab, there was again little effort 
spent on testing. As the organisation was relatively large and had to conform to organisa-
tional standards, the architecture design of the project was tested or more specifically vali-
dated in a central technical architecture review committee. Unless the architecture was re-
viewed, no permission was given to start implementation. At the project level, however, 
there was little testing conducted throughout the project. This was due to two reasons: man-
agement not allocating enough resources and the developers being relatively passive to-
wards the activity. Although the architect also justified the lack of testing by stating that 
they encountered very few issues. Oftentimes testing is deemed too costly for the manage-
ment or there is no understanding of the importance of tests. The architect stated that to 
some extent, acceptance tests conducted by the customer are fine, but if there was a need to 
test the software after every release, it would become tedious and time wasting without au-
tomated tests. 
 
3.3.4.2 Addressing RQ2. How much up-front architecture is appropriate? 
Since SMIT is a larger organisation operating in a public infrastructure, systems developed 
have to conform to certain standards. To that reason, the organisation employed a technical 
architecture review committee. This committee oversaw the whole organisation and every 
project had to gain approval from the committee before commencing with implementation. 
Thus it was necessary to design the high level architecture up-front and the architecture was 
enclosed after review. Should there be a need to redesign at a high level, further feasibility 
studies are conducted to determine if the changes to be performed are beneficial. If yes, then 
the committee can allow high level architecture redesign. The architect also stated that work 
on the rest of the architecture was approximately only 5% of the entire development. This 
was due to having an existing system in place and the main task was just updating the system 
to new technology. 
Regarding decisions on a lower level, the architect had the opinion that decisions don’t have 
to be taken as early as possible. What matters is that the design decisions are communicated 
as often as possible with the most relevant stakeholders. Since architecture delivers more 
value to the developer than the customer, then design decisions are communicated mostly 
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with the developers. This is necessary to gather feedback about the design fast and find out 
if what the architect has designed is reasonable to implement or takes too long for example. 
Likewise with the architect of Simote, the architect interviewed said that he tries to design 
his architecture to be relatively adaptable by isolating the components. This brings the added 
benefit in future refactoring so that changes affect implementation minimally, although tak-
ing more time to design initially. When asked what the architect thinks about the XP prin-
ciple, where architecture emerges through implementation and refactoring, the architect said 
that he hasn’t seen it in practice and doesn’t believe in that. It may be applied to very simple 
systems with one or two people but large information systems are too complex to just start 
building without thinking the design through first. 
Like the architect of Simote had said, there are no rules to determine when the architecture 
is enough and has to be enclosed for the implementation to commence or continue until 
release. When the architecture enables the implementation of all requirements, then the rest 
is more about fine-tuning the details. For the most part, the architect stated he doesn’t design 
architecture further than classes and relations between them. Attributes are left for the im-
plementation. When asking if the architect had any other comments regarding the topic of 
agility and architecture, he had the opinion that too little effort is put on planning in general 
in organisations. He believes that in Estonia, people don’t specialise in software architec-
ture. People called architects in larger organisations are titled as principal or senior devel-
opers. A software architect should be a person dealing strictly with conception, a process 
manager for example. He feels that more distinction should be made between software ar-
chitects and developers in general whereas in Estonia, people tend to jump into implemen-
tation as fast as possible. This approach brings both benefits and drawbacks. Benefits being 
faster releases and drawbacks including unstable architecture evolution. 
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3.3.5 Summary of the Results 
This section summarises the results of the conducted case studies. A table of practices 
relevant to the architecture design along with the accounts of the architects interviewed is 
listed in section 3.3.5.1 followed by summaries of the research questions in this thesis. 
3.3.5.1 Agile Practices in the Projects 
The agile mapping chart of the three projects is presented in table 7 below. While the first 
two cases were less agile, the third project followed majority of the recommended practices. 
The blank cells in the monitoring information system case indicate that the practice did not 
apply due to the architecture definition applied. 
Table 7. Summary of agile practices in the projects. 
# Klarvinduer Simote Monitoring System 
1 Yes Yes Somewhat 
2 No No No 
3 No No Yes 
4 No No Yes 
5 No No Yes 
6 No No Yes 
7 Somewhat Somewhat Yes 
8 No No No 
9 Somewhat Somewhat Yes 
10 Somewhat Somewhat Yes 
11 Yes No Yes 
12 No No Yes 
13 Yes Yes Somewhat 
14 Yes Yes Yes 
15 No No Somewhat 
16 Yes Somewhat Somewhat 
17 Yes Yes  
18 No No  
19 Somewhat Yes Somewhat 
20 Yes No Yes 
21 Somewhat Somewhat Yes 
22 Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat 
23 No No No 
24 Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat 
25 Yes Yes Yes 
26 Somewhat Yes Somewhat 
27 No No  
28 No No  
29 No No  
30 Somewhat Somewhat Yes 
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3.3.5.2 Agile Architecture and the Challenges Discovered 
All the projects explored in the case study followed agile practices to some extent. Cases 
involving Klarvinduer and Simote didn’t follow a formal process whereas the Rescue and 
Fire Department monitoring system team followed Scrum with few modifications. All teams 
were relatively small, averaging from 3-5 team members. During peak time, the Klarvinduer 
project involved up to 8 people when implementation had commenced. Two architects out 
of the total three were supportive of agile methodologies and had stated that architecture 
and agility can be combined in the sense that whatever work finished should be communi-
cated to the customer to receive feedback as early as possible. The architect in the 
Klarvinduer case had a mixed opinion related to agile development. He was not opposing 
the methodologies in general but he felt that the managerial practices in Scrum produce too 
much overhead for the development. Excessive meetings such as recurring sprint planning 
meetings, sprint reviews, sprint retrospectives and also daily stand-ups are considered some-
what waste to the developers. The daily stand-ups bring little value to a few members of the 
team whereas taking up hours when taking into account the whole project lifecycle. He 
stated that if there was some knowledge that he would need, it would be easier and quicker 
to just ask the appropriate team member during the day or when the need presents itself. 
Needless to say, this approach would be more complicated if the team was divided between 
different locations. 
XP practices were generally more favoured at least to some extent compared to Scrum prac-
tices.  Every team worked at a sustainable pace, had a dedicated open workspace and eve-
ryone agreed that no functionality should be added early. Every project had at least reason-
able involvement by the customer. Reasonable means that no work had to be put on hold 
due to the customer involvement. Refactoring was also regarded as necessary due to chang-
ing environments. The architects in Klarvinduer and the monitoring system mentioned 
though that refactoring shouldn’t be done for the sake of it, but only when really necessary 
and preferably even kept to a minimum as it induces changes both to architecture and im-
plementation. 
There were notable practices avoided also in every project. None of the projects employed 
a Scrum Master and there was no mention of using burndown charts for measurement in the 
projects. Regarding XP practices, there was no mention of using CRC cards for design ses-
sions and no unit testing was applied in any project. The teams tested their corresponding 
work and made sure that what was implemented or designed worked as required in an ad 
hoc manner. However, acceptance testing was performed mostly during the end of projects 
in Stagnation Lab and more often in SMIT. 
Various challenges were brought up by the architects when working with architecture in 
agile environments. Prior to discussing the issues stated, it should be mentioned that overall 
the architects described few problems that affected the project outcome crucially in some 
way. The general consensus was that the projects were completed rather well with only 
minor disturbances along the way. Similarly there were not many architectural challenges 
encountered and challenges described applied for systems and architecture development in 
general, not necessarily in terms of the projects discussed. The challenges along with the 
number of mentions are listed in table 8 below: 
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None of the projects applied much formalized testing effort in the projects, such as unit 
testing advocated by the Scrum practices although it didn’t induce notable challenges in the 
projects explored. Common justification for omitting these practices were that the teams had 
had relatively few issues throughout time, both in Stagnation Lab and the project explored 
in SMIT. Nevertheless, all the architects agreed that the practice should be followed more 
often as it can eventually lead to negative consequences. Architecture can suffer from the 
lack of unit tests in large scale refactoring, such as updating frameworks, where many for-
mer functions and methods get deprecated for instance and can go unnoticed.  
Another reason why testing is omitted is that it is not backed by management enough. Test-
ing is deemed costly and thus often neglected. Implementing a system with test driven de-
velopment (TDD) for example would cost twice as much as implementing without tests. 
What is done is that the customer usually allocates a fraction of the budget for testing pur-
poses but the risk remains that issues will not be uncovered as effectively. More important 
than the quality is meeting the deadline (preferably even sooner than anticipated). The ar-
chitects agree that when the projects are scaled, this approach would be deemed rather neg-
ative. 
The architects in Simote and the Fire and Rescue Department monitoring system mentioned 
managing the complexity of the architecture as one of the challenges in agile environments. 
Both preferred to spend extra effort on designing the architecture to isolate the components 
and hide the complexity within the components, whereas agile practices suggest to keep the 
overall design as simple as possible. This is somewhat contrasting to the agile principle but 
it is done for better comprehension of the architecture and helps to achieve two things. One 
is the easier management of the architecture itself and recruitment of new people in the 
project as the new developer doesn’t need to understand the whole system to join the project. 
Second reason being the fact that it helps minimize the effects of refactoring the architecture 
or the implementation. The architect of the monitoring system explained that sometimes 
 
Table 8. Challenges raised by the architects interviewed regarding agility and 
architecture. 
# Challenge Occurrence 
1 No automated testing 3 
2 Managing the complexity of the architecture 2 
3 Finding agreements in communicating design decisions to the cus-
tomer 
2 
4 No clear scope initially from the customer 1 
5 Insufficient effort spent on managing the Product Backlog 1 
6 Internal communications regarding design decisions 1 
7 Insufficient architecture documentation 1 
8 Getting the team to accept change 1 
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refactoring would only mean minimal changes in code, such as renaming or modifying a 
configuration file for example. 
The third challenge introduced by two architects was related to communicating the archi-
tectural decisions to the customer. Agile methodologies advocate to keep the customer in 
the loop as often as possible. Whereas implementation of functionality brings value to the 
customer, architecture design brings value mostly to the developers. Thus it can be compli-
cated to communicate architectural decisions to the customer. For example the architect of 
Klarvinduer explained that occasionally it is easier to improve the architecture and com-
municate the decisions after improvement. Otherwise there can be instances where the cus-
tomer would not allow spending as much effort on architecture and recommend “hacking” 
or finding shortcuts to meet the requirements, instead of allocating more resources to fixing 
issues properly. Customers with a more technical background understand that such an in-
vestment is redeemed in the long term whereas nontechnical customers would have a harder 
time approving more costly architectural improvements. 
Challenges 4-8 in table 9 were mentioned fewer by the architects but were still interesting. 
The architect of Simote brought out one threat in agile environments regarding architecture 
design when the customer does not have a more or less clear scope from what the expected 
project outcome is to be. He explained that in some cases, there would be a customer who 
initially wants a simple solution with a certain set of functionality. The architect is able to 
devise an appropriate architecture for the solution but a couple months later the customer 
would decide that he requires a more complex solution than originally described. Subse-
quently the architecture would suffer also by adding the required functionality and over-
complicating the design. This is also one reason the architect advocates more up-front anal-
ysis and design than commencing with implementation as soon as possible. 
The architect in of the monitoring system encountered two more challenges during the pro-
ject. One was insufficient effort spent on managing the product backlog and the other justi-
fying the importance of changes through refactoring. As the dedicated product owner did 
not take his role too seriously, it led to numerous redevelopment that could have been 
avoided if the product owner had been collaborating with the customer more. Naturally the 
added refactoring was often not received well by the team. He explained that although 
change in agile environments is inevitable, too much refactoring can be frustrating for the 
morale of the development team. Thus it is important to minimize the amount of refactoring 
needed. There were a few more challenges affecting architecture brought out by the architect 
in Klarvinduer such as communicating design decisions internally among the team. While 
he had stated that he preferred to mostly work on the architecture himself with occasional 
feedback from other team members, this led to some inconsistencies in the system that could 
have been avoided with more communication with the developers. He also described that 
fixing these architectural inconsistencies is hard to communicate later with the customer 
also as is the case with the challenge of finding agreements discussed previously. Finally it 
was mentioned that some issues may arise from insufficient documentation in agile envi-
ronments. The agile principle of working software over comprehensive documentation is at 
times taken too far by providing almost no documentation at all. This means that oftentimes, 
the architect is the only one with a full overview of the system. Even the architect himself 
stated that the details of the system are forgotten over time and extra effort would have to 
be spent when returning to the project after a certain period of time. However, he was not 
sure whether maintaining a more thorough documentation would be cost efficient enough. 
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3.3.5.3 Amount of Up-Front Architecture Design in Agile Environments 
When discussing the issue of how much up-front design is appropriate in an agile environ-
ment, every architect felt that there needs to be a certain amount of architecture designed 
up-front before involving the development team. Multiple factors contribute in what is 
meant by certain amount. In general, all architects mentioned that involving the implemen-
tation in a very early phase would produce a number of changes both for the architecture 
design and consequently also implementation. Both of the architects in Stagnation Lab 
stated that they would prefer to design the architecture and implement the basic architecture 
structure themselves before involving the rest of the development team. 
In Klarvinduer’s case, the architect stated that building the architecture in smaller incre-
ments would hinder the developers work as the architecture would be missing components 
the developer might need. In addition, there is a high chance that the minimalistic architec-
ture would contain bugs. It could be difficult for the developer to trace the issues during 
implementation as behaviour of the software would be compromised by faults in the archi-
tecture structure for example. The architect of Simote explained that one of the main reasons 
he opted to work on the architecture by himself was that the rest of the development team 
members assigned to the project were relatively inexperienced at the time. He did state that 
if the skill level would have been higher, he would have been more flexible involving other 
team members. 
In the case of the Fire and Rescue Department monitoring information system, the architect 
was more open to involving the rest of the team earlier. He explained that whatever the 
outcome is from a process, whether it be architecture design or implementation of function-
ality, it should be communicated as early as possible to get feedback and improve the design. 
Then again, as he had stated earlier that software architecture design should be regarded as 
a separate process in agile environments. He mentioned that in Estonia, too little effort is 
spent on initial planning and design. Agile environments usually consist of teams where an 
experienced developer is put in charge of the software architecture as opposed to the ivory 
tower architects in traditional development. This adds the collaborative benefit of faster re-
leases but also brings with it the risk of not enough thinking but only doing. 
When asking what the architects think about the XP principle that the best architecture, 
requirements and design emerge from self-organized teams, none of them believed in it 
much. All of them agreed that it may work only in a very small project or team but larger 
systems are too complex to just postpone architectural decisions while proceeding with de-
velopment. It was believed that this approach would induce issues with integration, stability 
and communication overhead. In addition, the amount of refactoring would increase along 
with the risk that at some point, refactoring is not enough and a complete redesign would 
have to be done in order to meet the required needs of the customer. 
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4 Discussion 
In this section, the results from the literature survey and the case study are discussed taking 
into account the two research questions. The first research question concerned how software 
architecture and agile development methods support each other. The case study projects are 
reviewed and the differences and similarities between the projects, with regards to practices 
applied are discussed. The second research question concerned how much up-front design 
is deemed necessary in agile environments and is discussed in light of the case study results 
and surveyed literature.  
 
4.1 To What Extent do Software Architecture and Agility Support Each 
Other? 
The case study results show that every project used practices from the agile methodology to 
produce software and many of those practices were incorporated to architecture develop-
ment. The projects in Stagnation Lab did not follow a set methodology and was at times a 
mix between agile and traditional plan driven development. Measuring the amount of Scrum 
or XP practices detected in Klarvinduer and Simote, the projects were leaning towards being 
slightly less agile than is generally perceived by the company. The project in SMIT was 
following Scrum with most of the recommended practices present fully or to some extent. 
Thus, the measurement leaned between slightly more agile and fully agile. However, since 
the overall project in SMIT was part of a bigger infrastructure in the organisation, a tradi-
tional development process was naturally also used for the initial high-level architecture 
design. This is because project architecture designs had to be approved first by the central 
technical architecture review committee before implementation was to commence. Rest of 
the lower level architecture design along with development was following Scrum for the 
most part. 
The architects of Simote and the monitoring system were supporting the fact that agile de-
velopment and architecture can support each other. The reasoning being that whatever out-
come of a process should be communicated with relevant stakeholders as soon as possible, 
whether it be the customer or the development team. Architecture design is no different. The 
architect of Klarvinduer had a mixed opinion. While not entirely against the methodology, 
he felt that some practices related to Scrum including meetings such as daily sprints and 
sprint planning meetings produce too much overhead in the project lifecycle. The architect 
explained that he and the developers prefer to tinker with the design and implementation 
without having to figure out how to divide the tasks into small increments and assign them 
values. Sometimes this leads to assigning random numbers to define the complexity of a 
task as the architect or developer has a vague understanding of the actual complexity which 
might in turn induce issues during the sprint for example. He understands though that plan-
ning is necessary and agrees that there should definitely be a qualified project manager set-
ting up the tasks and goals. Taking it further, however, is more important to management 
but not as valuable for the architects and developers. 
Through the interviews collected, there are certain challenges regarding architecture design 
that the architects brought out. The architects in Simote and the monitoring system both 
mentioned the issue of managing the complexity of the architecture. Scrum and XP advocate 
keeping the design as simple as possible and refactoring to ensure that. While simplicity is 
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important, the architects argue that some effort should be spent on making the design not 
just simple but to try to isolate the components to hide the complexity within the compo-
nents. As too much refactoring is wasteful both for architecture and implementation, man-
aging the complexity helps reduce the impact of refactoring in case there is a need. Literature 
results also indicate this as a problematic factor, where features were developed against an 
architecture constantly changing, causing developers to “shoot at a moving target” (Isham, 
2008). The architect in SMIT mentioned that one challenge he encountered in the project 
was getting the team to accept change also, sometimes leading to disputes between the ar-
chitect and developers. The development team was understandably not pleased regarding 
why certain functionality would have to be scrapped or redeveloped due to changes ordered 
by the customer. Thus it is believed to be a good investment to spend extra effort on hiding 
the complexity while keeping the interfaces between the components as simple as possible.  
It is interesting to note that while none of the projects employed formal testing practices 
advocated in the agile practices for various reasons (time to develop test cases, insufficient 
management backing or architects/developers simply not encountering enough to issues to 
justify more testing), all of the architects agreed that more effort should be put on testing 
activities regarding future projects, especially when the project scales in size and complex-
ity. Testing in agile environments, particularly TDD having a positive effect on architectural 
quality is also mentioned to have scientific validity in the literature surveyed, although com-
ing with the price of increased time developing test cases for example, mentioned likewise 
by the architects in the cases (Breivold et al., 2010). 
Based on the case studies, a fully agile approach to architecture design and development is 
believed to not be possible whereas most of the practices do not influence the architecture 
design much if followed as recommended. In fact, they can be helpful in delivering working 
software faster as opposed to traditional development. Agility and architecture work to-
gether best in smaller teams and small to mid-size projects. All the architects mentioned that 
when scaling up in team size or the project complexity increases, it is notably harder to 
apply the practices effectively, whereas in the case of very small teams such as in the case 
of Simote, following all practices is simply deemed not as necessary when the basics are 
provided, such as a dedicated open workspace to begin with. Team members prefer to col-
laborate often without a formal process which is believed to be faster and reduce unneces-
sary formality. Few practices were considered harmful if followed as recommended by the 
literature. Too much refactoring is believed to lead to less stability and more rework by the 
whole development for example. The principles still remain largely the same in every pro-
ject meaning that emphasis is put on customer collaboration, delivering value quickly and 
simplicity in design. However it is hard to verify what happens when the team size or the 
project complexity grows as all the projects explored in this case study were relatively small 
and conducted with team sizes averaging around 3-5 people during most of the development 
lifecycle. 
It is also somewhat difficult to draw definite conclusions based on the case studies as all 
architects mentioned that they had very few problems throughout the project (or have had 
very few problems working as a team throughout time). Thus, the impact of some of the 
challenges brought out by the architects was simply not severe enough to understand if an 
approach was working or not. For example the fact that none of the projects applied system-
atized testing such as unit tests propagated in XP was not deemed as big of a challenge 
because there were very few issues throughout the development. Even then, all architects 
agreed that more effort should be placed on the practice in general as the presence of well 
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written unit tests is in some cases greatly missed, such as in large scale refactoring. As ar-
chitecture refactoring can also have a direct impact on the overall implementation, unit tests 
can be helpful in uncovering issues early. The practice comes with drawbacks though as 
double the amount of effort and cost is needed to cover all the functionality or structure. 
More so, architecture deals largely also with non-functional requirements, such as scalabil-
ity and behaviour, in which case unit tests are not best approach. 
 
4.2 How Much Up-Front Architecture is Appropriate in an Agile Environ-
ment 
When discussing the subject of up-front architecture design, all architects interviewed 
agreed that a certain amount of planning is needed to produce a working and stable archi-
tecture. The fully agile approach of minimal/no up-front planning is believed to produce 
issues in the overall implementation and consequently the amount of refactoring would have 
to be increased throughout development. In addition, there is a higher risk in reaching a state 
where refactoring is not sufficient to deliver the requested requirements and the whole sys-
tem would have to be redesigned. Architecture up-front planning tries to reduce the risk of 
system redesign and minimise the amount of refactoring throughout development. Up-front 
planning gives the architect also the opportunity for designing the architecture to be more 
adaptable. That means it is easier to add new functionality without compromising the whole 
system or making refactoring affect the overall system less. 
When looking deeper, it is difficult to understand what is the appropriate amount of archi-
tecture an architect can design that would be more beneficial compared to traditional plan 
driven architecture or minimal to no planning at all as it is affected by a multitude of varia-
bles.  The literature tends to give vague suggestions such as one needs to design just enough 
architecture before commencing with development. However, little explanation is given to 
what just enough means as it is almost always related to the context. In the literature survey 
conducted, one paper addressed the issue directly by identifying forces that affect the team’s 
context and five strategies used by teams to determine how much effort they should put into 
up-front design (Waterman et al., 2015). 
 
4.2.1 Comparing Up-Front Architecture to Agile Architecture 
Consider two scenarios where software architecture is designed up-front compared to no up-
front architecture design at all. In the first scenario depicted in figure 4 below, a lot of effort 
is spent on designing the architecture initially, which is then frozen when commencing with 
implementation corresponding to the designed architecture. In all development, effort is 
spent on both writing tested production code and doing rework, no matter how good it is 
planned due to internal and external factors, such as developer experience and changes 
requested by the customer for example. 
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In the second scenario depicted in figure 5, no architecture is planned up-front ideally, which 
would be an extreme case of agility. Instead, it is designed gradually in every sprint and then 
frozen for the duration of the sprint.  
 
Figure 4. Up-front approach to designing architecture as advocated in traditional 
development. A represents software architecture. 
 
 
Figure 5. Minimal up-front approach to designing architecture as advocated in agile 
development. A represents software architecture. 
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Assuming that the amount of the architecture is the same in both figures with the difference 
that in an agile setting, it would be divided into two (or more) increments, the question 
remains is it really so that the sum of the amounts of rework in figure 5 is smaller than the 
amount of rework in figure 4, as is claimed by agile proponents.  
Architects would probably say that it is not true because there is other rework induced if not 
enough architecture is planned ahead. Going further it is possible to define two types of 
rework. One is due to insufficient planning and the other due to external change requests. A 
more generic definition would be to classify them as internally induced rework and externaly 
induced rework. This leads to the question of how should the combination of up-front 
investment and time horizon be chosen to reach the optimal point. However defining this 
optimal point is not trivial as it may depend on the type of product, project, skills, etc. 
In an ideal scenario without various internal and external parameters affecting the 
development, it should not matter whether development is done in one big yearly leap, such 
as following a waterfall method, or it is divided into 12 increments, each one developing the 
same amount of architecture, the same amount of code and even producing the same amount 
of rework or waste. However the inclusion of various parameters make the finding of the 
optimal point in up-front design difficult due to different forces working against it in 
different directions. Finding the right balance between the external and internal parameters 
while taking into account the lengths of the development periods might be the clue to 
understanding what may constitute as the optimal investment in architecture. 
 
4.2.2 Parameters Affecting the Appropriate Amount 
The previous section tries to conceptualise the essence of the problem in defining what con-
stitutes as the optimal amount of architecture in a given setting. Further complicating the 
issue is determining what different variables can affect the choice between more architecture 
up-front or less. 
Internal Parameters 
Perhaps the simplest is starting with internal variables over which the architect and devel-
opers have control over. One can assume that up-front architecture reduces the amount of 
thinking a developer has to do and this saves time due to having a well-defined structure to 
build upon. The question is how much time is saved by spending more time by the architect 
to think through the design so that there would be less need to understand what has to be 
done by the developers. In addition, each developer would have a learning curve for the 
initial architecture. Assuming that each developer is equally experienced, the time required 
to learn about the architecture would then be multiplied by the number of developers. If the 
architecture stays the same, then in sprints, the need to recall about the architecture decreases 
until all developers understand the system and no time is spent on learning or recalling the 
architecture. 
In the minimal up-front scenario, the developers would have to spend some time in every 
sprint to study the architecture to build upon. Now assuming that an architectural increment 
consists of the same number of components with the same complexity every sprint, then 
developers would in turn have to spend the same amount of effort on familiarizing with the 
new increment plus possible added time recalling what was done during the previous sprint. 
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Another variable to consider would be the experience between the developers. The time 
spent on learning the architecture in both up-front and no design at all would vary as every 
developer would have a different level of skill while in the previous example, it was assumed 
that every developer would be equally experienced which is not the case in reality. In 
addition, the skill of the architect also plays a very big role in affecting the outcome, as it 
directly contributes to the quality of the architecture designed. As the quality varies, so does 
the implementation in the sense that more experienced developers can discover the issues 
faster and perhaps work their way around whereas novice developers would probably be  
interrupted at one point. The architect of Simote in the case study had also pointed out that 
one reason why he had designed more up-front by himself was because of the experience of 
the rest of the team. It should also be noted that the quality of the architecture is not only 
dependent on the skill of the architect but can also be directly linked back to the stability of 
requirements affected by external parameters. In some instances requirements are fairly 
stable, yet complete understanding of the requirements usually comes later in development 
and cannot be developed fully up-front. On the other hand, when requirements are 
incomplete or not sufficiently detailed due to the customer not initially knowing what they 
want, the risk for the architecture to not support actual needed requirements is higher. 
Perhaps the biggest contributor to deciding on more up-front architecture or less is the 
architecture complexity, whereas it should be differentiated from size. A developed product 
can be equal size in terms of lines of code for example but the complexity within vary a 
great detail. Authors of the grounded theory of agile architecture (Waterman et al., 2015) 
highlight that complexity can be caused by three things: challenging architecturally 
significant requirements (ASRs), having to integrate with other systems and including 
legacy systems. It can be assumed that scaling the complexity influences how much 
planning should be done as was also agreed with the architects in the case study. Even then, 
it must be clear to what extent this risk should be addressed as too much planning would be 
wasteful nevertheless when external parameters such as change requests come to play. 
The projects explored in the case study were all relatively small but even there, some 
challenges were related to either internal or external communication. With larger teams the 
communication overhead increases even more. It can be expected that with no up-front 
planning, team members would have to consult with each other regularly to avoid 
implementing increments that do not integrate well with the rest of the product. One 
architect had brought up the example that when two developers commenced implementation 
with no initial planning, the end result would be two different architectures. Up-front 
planning would help reduce the amount of internal communications which can be associated 
to waste if not managed properly. Especially if there is no documentation whatsoever also, 
which could lead to misunderstandings due to human errors (problems with remembering 
what was discussed in detail). In the minimal up-front planning example, the sheer amount 
of ad-hoc communication could induce waste in the form of too many interruptions and the 
product may suffer due to misinterpritation in what was agreed. More up-front would lower 
the risks but too much prove problematic as requirements could have changed in between.  
One more important parameter to consider in determining the optimal amount of up-front 
architecture design is the (planned) duration of the iteration. The architecture stability is 
dependent on the time horizon to which the planning is applied and during which the 
architecture is supposed to be frozen for implementation. It can be assumed that a shorter 
duration of the sprint during which a certain amount of architecture is designed and then 
frozen for the rest of the sprint is less prone to inducing the need for architecture refinement. 
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However as brought out multiple times by the architects in the case study also, this approach 
leads to issues with architecture integrity in the longer term through refactoring and is also 
supported by previous research (Breivold et al., 2010). Sprints during which the architecture 
is designed and frozen for a longer period has a higher risk of discovering issues in 
implementation due to failures in the architecture. Determining the optimal timeframe for 
sprints and subsequently the amount of time spent on architecture and the amount of time it 
is frozen for implementation would require knowledge of some probabilities. For instance, 
the occurrence of the need to refine the architecture in relation to the length of the sprint, 
the amount of architecture designed and the amount of time the architecture is frozen for 
implementation percentagewise. 
External parameters 
Whereas internal variables can be affected a lot by the people inside the organisations either 
by conducting more training sessions to ensure the developers are more skillful or choosing 
the right approach for the current context, external variables are harder to counter as they 
happen anyway and more spontaneously. 
Typical example of an external variable leading directly to development waste would be 
change requests from the customer, which can always happen no matter how much is 
planned. The question here is whether the risk is higher when planning too much. Knowing 
that changes are introduced with a certain regularity, the team can continuously learn to 
minimize the extra planning which would become obsolete, hopefully arriving at a state 
where the team has the right amount of architecture to commence with development but at 
the same time not be affected by the unexpected changes as much. 
The unpredictability of the environment can also account as a factor. If there is only one 
fixed customer that the team collaborates with for a long time and the product is clear, then 
there is probably a smaller risk for unexpected changes. On the other side for products with 
high familiarity, there probably is no need for that much up-front planning because everyone 
knows what is due to happen in development. 
An example from a less direct external variable would be changes in the market trends, 
which could suddenly render the product worthless and is hard to anticipate. It could also 
be that change in a policial ground could affect the design such as introductions of new 
legislations. For example there might come a requirement passed by a law that state all new 
products must be conformed to accessibility requirements. 
Predicaments in extracting the parameters 
Looking back at the different scenarios described, it would require a substantial amount of 
effort to define how much architecture is appropriate in agile environments. Even in the 
smallest settings involving just one architect and a developer, it would require the 
understanding of various parameters to measure the level of just enough design. These 
parameters can range from the architect/developer experience to the trends in developing 
markets. To gather data about these parameters, interviews would have to be conducted not 
just with software architects but also developers using the architecture. This sets a huge 
limitation on this thesis as the case study involved only the opinion of architects in distinct 
projects. Even involving a larger selection of cases and qualified people to interview would 
probably not be enough to produce correct measurements as there may be contradicting 
statements between architects and developers. Statements given in a qualitative study tend 
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to be subjective whereas precise measurements would require hard facts. Thus the detailed 
measurement of how much up-front architecture is appropriate is out of the scope of this 
thesis, but it helps conceptualise the issue at hand. 
However, there is little information in literature regarding this issue of finding out the 
optimal point other than the expert accounts of similar qualitative studies, which suggests 
that nobody has really conceptualised this issue properly and thus nobody knows exactly 
what is best to do. The research conducted so far suggests strategies to apply in different 
scenarious based on the context, for example (Waterman et al. 2015). Due to not having a 
clear answer to what is considered appropriate amount from the literature nor the case study 
results, the discussion tries to conceptualise the issue more and could be used for future 
reference. In any case, when starting to gather facts, a proper reference framework should 
be defined up-front. 
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4.3 Limitations 
In this section the limitation of the thesis are discussed, both for the literature survey and 
the conducted case study. This includes threats to validity and the actions undertaken to 
limit the effects of such threats. 
4.3.1 Literature Survey 
The survey in this thesis was primarily carried out individually. To prevent the risks of a 
single-reviewer, central parts of the survey were reviewed by the supervisors to ensure that 
its activities were executed properly and material was consistent the topic at hand. Validity 
issues can be encountered in the general exectution and many stages, such as selecting the 
databases and lacking search queries Since the survey wasn’t conducted as a systematic 
literature review and is shorter in essence, it may be missing papers that could provide more 
hindsight into the challenges discussed but were not as clearly identified through the survey. 
 
4.3.2 Case Study 
The case study is relied mostly on interviews as this is the one of the few types of evidence 
available. To better understand the case, other evidence sources would be recommended, 
such as observations of an ongoing project because the case study in this thesis concentrates 
on a project that was already finished. Interviews as an evidence source have few common 
risks (Yin, R., 1994) which are outlined below with precautions to limit risk factors. 
 
 Bias due to poorly constructed questions 
To ensure that the interview guide is as precise as possible, thorough reviews are 
made regarding the questions by the supervisors of this thesis. However there might 
be misunderstandings in terms of what is being asked from the interviewee. The 
interviewer and the interviewee may have different understandings of certain tech-
nical terms used. In addition, as new knowledge was acquired after the analysing the 
conducted interviews, additional questions could have been formed for more thor-
ough data extraction. 
 
 Response bias 
Some interview questions might be giving a guide for answers. To avoid this, the 
questions asked are reviewed by supervisors and as open as possible while at the 
same time having the necessary level of detail for the interviewee to understand what 
is asked. 
 
 Inaccuracies due to poor recall 
This doesn’t necessarily affect the case study as the interviews are recorded digitally, 
thus eliminating any issue with recall. 
 
 Reflexivity 
Interviewee gives what the interviewer wants to hear. To avoid this, insight about 
the questions asked should be kept to the minimum and only provide necessary con-
text for the interviewee to answer and not suggest answers in the questions. 
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The fact that the thesis deals with only three cases can also be a threat to validity as the 
findings may not correlate to other similar projects. Generally multiple-case studies are pre-
ferred as these offer robust analytical conclusions increasing the external validity. (Yin, R., 
1994). 
4.3.3 General Validity Threats 
It can be somewhat unclear what agile practices directly contribute to the architecture design 
and development. Certain practices such as Simplicity in design and No functionality is 
added early have a considerable impact whereas practices like Use CRC cards for design 
sessions might be too specific or even completely irrelevant. The absence of a de facto 
standard in both Scrum and XP methodologies makes it hard to know which reference is the 
most reliable or “correct”. Thus the agile evaluation of the projects in the case study can 
also be biased to some extent due to no following of the not particularly relevant practices 
for example. 
Another limitation is that the interviews produced only expert opinions on the topic. The 
answers to the research questions are very subjective and could be biased depending on the 
person interviewed. Making conclusions based on expert opinions related to how much ar-
chitecture is appropriate can be too generic or vague and requires more facts from specific 
attributes which contribute to the overall design. 
Finally, a very big limitation was only including the architects of the organisations when 
conducting the case study as it is later implied in the discussion, numerous parameters affect 
the outcome of searching for the optimal amount of architecture to design at various points 
in the development lifecycle. Among the internal parameters are the overall developer ex-
perience and skill which is a contributing factor to consider when building upon the existing 
architecture. For a more comprehensive understanding of the issue, both accounts from ar-
chitects and developers should have been explored. Although architects in agile environ-
ments are also often developers themselves, it still is biased to some degree as the mindset 
of architects leans more towards architecture and vice versa. 
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 
The findings of this study suggest that agile development can be combined with architecture 
but it does not come without drawbacks. The overall principles followed in agile methodol-
ogies such as customer collaboration, simplicity in design and delivering solutions in short 
increments are welcomed for architecture. However, following a fully agile approach with 
minimal planning is believed to lead to unstable architecture, increased amount of refactor-
ing and a higher risk of having to redesign the system in time. Thus traditional plan driven 
practices are more preferable in the early stages of development while increasing agility in 
the later stages. 
It is difficult to determine the right amount of architecture appropriate for involving the 
whole team in development. The architects in the cases had differing opinions and none 
could describe apart from their gut feeling what is right as it depends a lot on context. Look-
ing deeper, measuring the appropriate amount of architecture is difficult as it involves a 
number of parameters ranging from the complexity of the architecture designed and archi-
tect experience to the learning curve needed from the developers building upon the archi-
tecture. Extracting the necessary parameters for measurement requires factual data and con-
ducting a greater number of studies. Using a qualitative study to collect data could be biased 
as the architects and developers could have contradicting statements and subjective opin-
ions. A contribution of this thesis is trying to conceptualise the issue of finding the optimal 
amount of architecture in a given setting taking into account these various parameters. 
The case study results were also presented to the architects interviewed. The benefit was 
understanding better how architecture is perceived by different people and the various chal-
lenges encountered in the different projects. In Stagnation Lab, one outcome is to incorpo-
rate testing practices more effectively in future projects as the current approach is not feasi-
ble in the long term. 
As the current study involved only three projects, further studies should be conducted in 
various settings to draw more conclusions on the applicability of software architecture de-
velopment and agility. A systematic literature review should be conducted to construct more 
detailed questions for better data extraction and controlled experiments could be used to 
assess the effect of combining agile practices with architecture design. Perhaps the most 
interesting is measuring the amount of up-front design vital in agile environments. Various 
internal and external parameters should be defined and measured in distinct projects to be 
able to calculate approximately what is deemed just the right amount of architecture. These 
parameters could then be compared taking into account their probabilities of occurring dur-
ing the design and when they carry more risk than. This could be interesting to provide a 
more clear understanding of what the most important factors are to the initial architecture 
design, as opposed to the vague understanding of just enough architecture in literature. 
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